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PREFACE

For almost everyone energy consumption and the indoor climate in re

sidences are very common topics. Both aspects are influenced by the

actual design of the building and the heating equipment of the resi

dence in question. but 'the ultimate result also depends on the occu

pants and the outdoor climate.

The purpose of this investigation is to come to a qualification of

the interaction between the architectural design of a residence and

the choice of its heating and ventilating equipment. in terms of the

thermal comfort of the indoor climate and the energy consumption for

space heating. For this. the available knowledge and programmes have

been used from the group Physical Aspects of the Built Environment.

at Eindhoven University of Technology.

For the completion of this thesis I am seriously indebted to several

people at the Eindhoven University of Technology for their coopera

tion:

- Professor ir.J.Vorenkamp. who offered me the opportunity to explore

this project and sympathetically guided in its process;

- Dr.ir.M.H.de Wit. with whom I have had many astimulating discuss

ions on the subject;

- Professor dr.J.A.Poulis and dr.ir.C.H.Massen. who studied profound

ly the manuscript and its provisional results;

- My roommate Mr.Jan Hensen. for his friendship and discussions about

the results of the calculations;

- Mr.Paul Flapper. Mr.Hans Verstraelen and especially Mr.Johan Loef

fen. all working students. for their constant dedication;

- Ms.Marieke van der Laan and Mr.Fred Brouwers. Mr.Paul Corneth and

Mr.Jan Smeets. who contributed to this research;

- My colleagues in the group. who took care of an appreciated 'indoor

climate';

- Mrs.Marianne Hafmans for her quick and accurate typing.

The 'Stichting Ontwikkelingsfonds Bouwfonds van de N.V.Bouwfonds Ne

derlandse Gemeenten' granted additional funds for completion of the

study.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The object of this thesis is to provide more insight into the inter

action between the architectural design of a residence and the choice

of the heating and ventilating equipment. This interaction is judged

in terms of thermal comfort and energy consumption.

Nowadays a building is a synthesis of financial. architectural. con

struction and indoor environment factors. Concerning the indoor en

vironment. in this dissertation attention has been paid to the ther

mal environment (the indoor climate) and to a smaller extent to the

air quality. No attention will be paid to the acoustic and visual

comfort criteria. To design a good building from the point of view of

building physics. is to provide a high environmental quality at a low

level of building costs and energy costs. A prerequisite in this is a

good balance between the architectural design and the heating system

design.

The indoor climate is a result of the interaction between the thermo

physical properties of the building. the heating system, the outdoor

micro climate and the users of the building. In Lammers' thesis. see

ref.[l.l]. the complexity of these influences is illustrated.

Heat and ~ss-transter

Human action and interaction

Figure 1.1. The origin of the indoor environment
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We distinguish three energy and mass flows. which together determine

the indoor climate in a room:

a. the flow entering through the enclosure. determined by the enclo

sure itself and either the outdoor climate -often an urban envi

ronment- or the indoor climate in adjacent rooms;

b. the flow introduced by man;

c. the flow introduced by the equipment.

The measuring device in fig.l.l measures a parameter of the indoor

climate. which is compared with its set value and is corrected. if

necessary. by means of the equipment. The set value is fixed by man

and based on his health and comfort criteria. Furthermore. man can

make changes in the enclosure. for instance by opening windows. low

ering venetian blinds. The flow introduced by the equipment determi

nes the energy consumed.

Since 1913 the energy consumption of the heating/cooling equipment

has been an important stimulus to the effort into research in the

thermal behaviour of buildings. Thanks to the boom in the application

of computers there is an increasing insight into the complexity in

the field of building physics. International research has resulted in

a number of building energy simulation models. e.g. see ref.[1.2]

to [1.5]. However. the influence of the choice of the heating

equipment related to the architectural design has hardly been discus

sed. and that was the motivation for this research. A special topic

is the usefulness of these computer models in the practice of the de

sign process. This is discussed in chapter 2.

Energy consumption and the indoor climate are the test criteria in

judging the combinations of architectural and equipment design. It is

however impossible to establish the optimal energy consumption of a

building exactly. one of the reasons is that there exists a contrast

between macro (the government) and micro (the individual) economic

interests. In chapter 3 a number of additional remarks on that sub

ject will be presented.
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Apart from the indoor climate. the indoor air quality is more and mo

re a decisive factor in the indoor environment. This is dealt with

in chapter 4.

An important part of the research. presented in this thesis. has been

spent on the development of the building energy simulation programme

'KLI/WOON'. This model is based on the finite difference technique

and is capable of simulating the complex dynamic thermal behaviour of

buildings. In chapter 5 a survey will be given of the parameters in

the heat and mass transfer of a building and the solution technique

used in this thesis. In chapter 6 a description of the model will be

given and in chapter 7 its flexibility and accuracy will be discuss

ed. In chapter 8. finally the results of the calculations will be

given for some housing variants.
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2. BUILDING ENERGY SIMULATION

2.1. The role of computer models in the design process

In building physics. different types of models can be distinguished.

viz. abstract models and concrete models. Examples of these catego

ries are respectively computer models and scale models. In this pa

ragraph we will set bounds to computer models.

The scientific content of a computer model is a basis for represent

ing a given situation in certain (mathematical and physical) terms.

in the hope of gaining more insight into the solution of a problem.

The validity of a model is not only determined by its mathematical

correctness. It is also influenced by the implicit hypotheses that

are part of it. In building physics there are often two levels of ab

straction, first from the practical situation to a physical model and

second from the physical model to a mathematical model. The develop

ment of both models may be seen as a sequence of decisions. con

cerning the limits of the validity of each model and the items that

are to be considered.

The models are used to describe complex systems in such a way that

conclusions regarding the effects of alternative configurations can

be drawn in an easy and fast way. Figure 2.1 shows the cycle that has

to be completed several times before the model has a significant con

cordance with the practical situation.

theoretical model

i
abstraction

I
I

testing

t
practical situation

Figure 2.1. The model cycle
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In the field of building physics there exist a lot of computer mo

dels. At first. these models were presented with high expectations

regarding the accuracy and the quality to be used as a design tool.

However. the role of computer models was not as rational as people

hoped it would be. Main reasons were a poorly developed state of the

art (theoretical and/or methodological shortcomings) and the fact

that the interpretation of the results offered more problems than had

been expected.

There has to be a good interface between the model and the people who

base their decisions on it. The scientific criterion that the result

is valid under certain assumptions. is different from a situation in

which the participants in a decision-making process discuss the as

sumptions for the model. because they want to change the result as

part of their own policies. It is an illusion to think that these mo

dels can replace a decision: one still needs a decision about the as

sumptions.

Another important handicap arises from the implicit assumptions and

limitations of the model. known to the code developer(s). but not al

ways to the people who use the results. Each model will have limita

tions. based either on physics or on mathematics and computer scien

ce. The user is only aware of these restrictions if they have conse

quences for the input. An architect for instance regards the possible

geometric input as a hindrance in a building energy simulation model.

It should be a matter of the past that policy makers trust results

calculated with a computer without actually taking into account the

assumptions and simplifications.

The fact that the relativity of the role and meaning of models is em

phasized. does not mean that their role is unimportant. On the con

trary. the (physical and mathematical) structure of models makes a

thorough analysis of problems possible. Insight may be obtained into

the importance of the role of respective variables by making compara

tive calculations of alternatives. Large computer models have the ad

ditional advantage of their flexibility and capability to calculate

the performance. expressed in energy consumption and indoor climate

of innovations in building design and obviating in that manner expen

sive fullscale experiments.
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So much for the scientific contents. However. what about the role of

the models in the various decision stages of a design process?

It is necessary for the decision stages in a design process that the

information is available in a form adapted to the process. This in

formation consists of two parts: viz. the contents and the organisa

tion (procedural and structural). A specific problem in architecture

is that each architect has his own working method. So it is not easy

to give clear rules. The cycle and search character of a design pro

cess makes merely the final stages suitable for scientific and ratio

nal methods. The real design procedure is in itself subjective. and

therefore related to a person and inaccessible for objective analy

sis. A lot of scientific models used in building physics can be use

ful to evaluate a known design. for instance as far as its energy

consumption and indoor environment are concerned. but they are unsui

ted as tools in designing a building.

According to Dijkstra. the future of computer aided design techniques

in architecture is highly uncertain. see ref.[2.5]. Often the

priorities are so abstract. the number of conflicting claims and the

number of alternatives so large. that only assumptions and repeated

calculations form a possible way out.

Since the end of the sixties. building energy simulation programmes

have been used as tools in the design of buildings and heating/cool

ing equipment. Originally their aim was to help in the choice of the

dimension of the equipment. but especially since 1913. they have hel

ped to calculate the energy consumption.

Today. energy conservation has become mature and does not playa do

minating role anymore in architecture. The increasing importance of

the quality of the indoor environment confronts us with a new chall

enge viz. a high environmental quality at a relatively low energy

consumption.

Within the scope of this thesis the need was felt for a building

energy model for residences. Before the start of the research a deci

sion had to be made about the items that were to be considered and

about the limitations.
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For a complete judgement of the indoor environment and the energy use

of a residence. attention should be paid to:

- transient heat transfer (more dimensional);

- liquid and vapour transport of water. including its interaction

with the heat transfer;

- air flows inside and between rooms;

- dynamic system simulation;

- environmental performance i.e. the indoor climate and the indoor

air quality.

There are computer models for all the items of the list above. Com

bining them into one large calculating model is a utopia. and in

fact not even necessary. as the result will be an extensive but unma

nageable model.

So out of the points of interests mentioned above. the following se

lection has been made in this thesis:

- one dimensional transient heat transfer.

- air flows (natural ventilation) between rooms.

- a simple simulation of the dynamics of a heating system and

- an environmental performance mainly focussing on thermal comfort.

An additional demand was that the model could be used by non-experts.

2.2. Accuracy

From the moment that the use of building energy simulation models was

started there existed the question about the accuracy of the calcula

ted results. The answer to this question is not easy. as will also be

shown further on in this chapter.

As far as accuracy of the results is concerned. three questions play

a role. viz.:

- what accuracy is needed?

- what influences the accuracy?

- what is the influence of each separate cause for inaccuracies?

The claims for the accuracy of a model depend on the stage in the de

sign process. During the early stages of a design process. there is

only a need for qualitative statements. However. in the final stage

one is interested in quantitative statements from a financial and
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economic point of view. and stronger claims are laid down as to the

reliability of the results. In the Group 'Physical Aspects of the

Built Environment' (FAGO) of the Faculty of Building Technology and

Architecture at the Eindhoven University of Technology. attention is

paid to three groups of tools for an energy conscious building de

sign:

* design aids. simple graphs and rules that can be used in the early

stage of the design process. see ref.[2.2];

* simplified computer models to function in the intermediate stages.

see ref .[2.4];

* building energy simulation models. see ref.[2.3], to be used in

the final stage of the design process; these simulation models are

also of use to establish the reliability and validity of the

simplified tools: this last point has been overlooked often, see

ref .[2.6].

These three design tools differ in accuracy, the quantity of the in

put i.e. the number of assumptions. and the capability to predict the

complex dynamic thermal behaviour of buildings. It is a well consid

ered choice to search for separate tools for the stages in a design

process. The consequences of a desired accuracy for a computer model

depend on the type of calculation in which a distinction can be made

between e.g. the calculation of the energy consumption and that of

the indoor climate under summer conditions.

In a number of studies comparisons of results produced by different

people using different models (ref.[2.12]), and in fact, diffe-

rent people using the same model (ref.[2.10]). have shown large

discrepancies. The reliability of the performance of a model depends

on the combination of user + available data of the building + model +

documentation; or to put it in a different order: a combination of

the input. the assumptions and the limitations of the actual model.

Clearly. the adage "rubbish in. rubbish out" is as true for building

energy simulation models, as for all computer programmes.

According to Judkoff a wrong input applies to:

- differences between the true micro-climate surrounding the building

and the micro climate obtained from statistical analysis or from a

weather station:
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- differences between the actual effect of occupant behaviour and the

assumed effect;

- differences between the actual thermal and physical properties of

the building and those assumed;

- user errors in deriving building input files.

The only thing a code developer can do to prevent a wrong input. is

to make the input user friendly. to build in plausibility tests and

to give full access to intermediate results. concerning the input and

the calculations. Moreover. it is advisable that specific physical

processes can be selectively disabled or isolated without altering

the simulator code. The possibilities to adapt such assumptions im

prove. to a high extent. the flexibility of the programme.

The demands introduced here can be added to the functional demands

for a computer model fomulated in §2.1. Moreover these possibilities

may be very useful when debugging the programme.

The above summing up of input variables is finite. This is emphasized

here because the distinction between input and assumptions. which can

be chosen by the user. is sometimes hard to make. The code developer

is responsible for the (implied) assumptions used in the model. and

the user is responsible for the input.

Assumptions apply to the physical and mathematical correctness of the

model and Judkoff calls them in ref.[2.11] 'internal errors'. He

distinguishes between:

- differences between the actual heat transfer mechanisms operative

in and between individual components. and the algorithmic represen

tation of these mechanisms;

- errors in solution techniques;

- coding errors.

For the sake of saving calculating time. in the model developed with

in the framework of this study. simplifications (fictitious limita

tions) have been made. which can be suspended by the user.

The reliability of the calculations can be supported by a validation

methodology. The validation of building energy simulation models by

the model developers has most often been performed empirically. In

empirical validation. a real building or test cell is instrumented
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and the calculated results are compared to the measured results

obtained from the instrumentation. Allen and Bloomfield concluded in

ref.[2.8]:

"The pUblished studies usually record 'good agreement'. However,
the accuracy and completeness of the building description and
measured data often leave much to be desired. Parameters to which
the model may be quite sensitive are often not measured. Plausi
ble values have therefore to be chosen and, if these do not lead
to predictions which match the measured data, new values may be
selected. Under such circumstances it is more truthful to state
that the program is capable of reproducing observed building per
formance with appropriately chosen input values, rather than to
claim that the model can predict the response of a given buil
ding. "

A building energy simulation code contains literally hundreds of va

riables, parameters and algorithms. Ideally, ~alidating an entire mo

del would involve testing each algorithm in isolation and combina

tion. with some reasonable maximum and minimum value for each parame

ter. This would take a inordinate amount of time. Within the frame

work of lEA. task VIII. 'Passive and Hybrid Solar Low Energy Buil

dings', ample attention was paid to validation techniques, see ref.

[2.13].

Analogous to the methodology developed by the Solar Energy Research

Institute in Colorado (USA). see ref.[2.ll]. a distinction was

made between analytical, comparative and empirical validation techni

ques:

Analytical validation includes internal consistency tests and a com

parison of the predictions of the model. for carefully designed pro

blems with known analytical solutions.

Comparative validation includes intermodel comparison and a sensiti

vity analysis.

Empirical validation was discussed earlier on in this paragraph. This

technique is especially suitable for well defined detail-measurements

like the convective heat transfer in the case of venetian blinds. Ta

ble 2.1 gives a survey of these techniques.
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Ultimately. the lEA-research results in a number of test cases which

will be used for validation purposes. Within the framework of this

thesis. the validation of KLl/wOON is restricted to:

- an analytical validation of the discretisation of walls (see §5);

- comparisons with KLI/GEBOUW. a building energy simulation model

which is a precursor of KLl/wooN;

- internal consistency tests;

- the influence of the input. see §7;

- a sensitivity study to assess the effect of uncertainties in the

assumptions and the effect of simplifications on the output varia

bles. see §7.

Table 2.1. Validation techniques (deduced from ref.[2.l3]).

Technique Advantages Disadvantages

Analytical: No input uncertainty No test of model
Test of numerical Exact truth standard Limited to cases for
solution given the simplicity which analytical so-

of the model lutions can be de-
Inexpensive rived

Comparative: No input uncertainty No truth standard
Relative test of Any level of complexity
model and solution Inexpensive
process Quick: many comparisons

possible

Empirical: Approximate truth stand- Measurement involves
Test of model and ard within accuracy of some degree of input
solution process measurement results uncertainty

Any level of complexity Detailed measurements
of high quality time
consuming and thus
expensive

A limited number of
data sites are eco-
nomically practical
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3. ENERGY CONSUMPTION

3.1. The domestic slice of the national energy pie

The total annual primary energy used in the Netherlands since 1946 is

shown in figure 3.1. The need to conserve energy and to a greater ex

tent the economic development are responsible for the evolution of

the curve of the annual total energy consumption.
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Figure 3.1. Energy consumption. see ref.(3.1]

The government energy policy. which may influence the domestic

energy consumption. is based on:

1. the diversification of energy sources;

2. energy savings.

Table 3.1 shows the contribution of the various sectors to the prima

ry energy consumption in 1983.
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Tabel 3.1. Primary energy consumption in 1983 in %. ref.[3.1]

energy companies 21%
transport private cars 9%
transport remainder 9%
household consumption 22\
industry 33%
offices 12%

Of the household energy consumption about 70% is used for space hea

ting and 10% for hot water production. while the remainder is used by

electrical devices.

This thesis is principally concerned with domestic space heating.

i.e.15% of the primary energy consumption in the Netherlands.

3.2. Energy as a social problem

Profits from natural gas. excise duties and V.A.T. on oil products

are very important to the Dutch government. In the early eighties the
9

annual revenue from natural gas amounted to approximately 20*10
9

guilders (= $ 9*10 ); see figure 3.2. This was equivalent to 11 ..•

12% of the total governmental revenue.
(_ilUon guilders)
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Figure 3.2. Natural gas profits of the Dutch government 1970
1984 (source: N.V. Nederlandse Gasunie)
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It is apparent that if the governmental energy revenue increases. due

to a rise in the price of energy. there will be an increase in energy

expenditure by consumers; so consumers will consider to invest in

energy saving measures. The Netherlands have 5.2 million houses of

which 58\ are rented and 42\ are owner occupied. Figure 3.3 shows the

share of housing cost in the rented sector per income group. see ref.

[3.3].
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Figure 3.3. Share of housing costs in percentages of net in
comes per income group.

It appears from figure 3.3 that energy cost amount to 7\ of the net

income of the lower income groups. Deviations from the averages men

tioned can range very widely. For similar income categories in the

ownership sector. the energy share of housing cost is roughly 10\

higher than in the rented sector. see ref.[3.3].

The share of the energy cost has increased strongly over the period

1979-1981 (see fig.3.4) and explains the interest in to reduction of

the energy consumption in residences.
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In the past energy consumption was looked upon only as a technologi

cal problem. There is. as will be seen further on in this chapter.

however a large diversity in energy consumption in a group of compa

rable houses. Apparently psychological and sociological aspects play

an important role in the final energy consumption of a residence.
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Figure 3.4. Bnergy cost as percentage of the net income per
month; source ref .[3.2].

This explains why recently more and more attention has been paid to

the energy conscious attitude and energy related behaviour of the oc

cupants of a building. see refs.[3.4 up to 3.9].

Fishbein's theory. see ref.[3.5]. tries to explain and predict

people's behaviour and attitudes under the assumption that there is

a positive correlation between behaviour and attitudes. see figure

3.5.

Van Raay and Verhallen (ref.[3.6]) investigated the correlation

between attitudes. behaviour and gas use in 145 buildings in Vlaar

dingen. The Netherlands. Their study was restricted to the usage re

lated behaviour. behaviour patterns and habits. The relative standard

deviations in energy use in the standard insulated houses and the

better insulated houses were respectively 23\ and 19\. The variety

behaviour of household members and the domestic characteristics ex

plained respectively 26\ and 24\ of the standard deviations in domes-
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tic energy consumption for heating. special circumstances (absence

during daytime. illness. shiftwork) explained another 11\. All

variables explained together 58\ of the deviations.

l~attitude~~

social norm

intention to
behaviour

behaviour

towards behaviour

Figure 3.5. Fishbein's behaviour theory.

However. domestic characteristics and household behaviour also have

interactive effects. In the same study it was found that the occu

pants of houses with superior insulation had lower thermostat set

tings and ventilated their houses more often. Van Raay and Verhallen

also investigated the explained deviation in energy consumption due

to variations in attitudes. The attitude factors were: energy con

sciousness. comfort. price consciousness. The low proportion of ex

plained deviations (5\) makes one wonder about the possible effect of

trying to change attitudes in order to change behaviour. Two types of

behaviour. viz. 1. thermostat setting. and 2. ventilation. were used

to obtain 5 distinct behaviour patterns of energy consumption in the

same data set (see figure 3.6).

The energy consumption of these 5 groups differed considerably. The

average relative difference between the extremes. the 'conservers'

and the 'spenders'. was 31\. Comfort was the most relevant factor in

attitudes. These 5 clusters constitute a base for a segmentation of

the population and suggest different energy consumption strategies

for the different groups.
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high temperature--..
Figure 3.6. The 5 behaviour patterns (clusters) based on tem

perature and ventilation (see ref.[3.6]).

Another interaction between domestic characteristics and household

behaviour was obtained by Hamsin. see ref.[3.8]. Residents with a

high level of energy consciousness tended to save more energy in a

house with passive energy conservation measures. such as movable in

sulation. Residents with a low level of energy consciousness were

better off in a house with active energy conservation equipment such

as a clock thermostat. According to Hamsin this implies that the type

of house should be matched to the energy consciousness of the occu

pants; usage related behaviour versus purchase related behaviour.

De Boer and Ester did a survey among 400 residences on 5 different

locations in the Netherlands. see ref.[3.1]. The relative stan-

dard deviation in energy use for space heating was about 25' of the

average for a group of comparable houses. Insulated houses had a

slightly smaller standard deviation. They found that:

- Attitudes only had a weak correlation to the deviation in energy

use; the specific attitude towards energy saving and money saving

was significant for the energy use; the attitude related to the

energy crises was not significant at all.

- The importance of comfort increased with age and had a negative ef

fect on the attitude to saving; emphasis on comfort coincided with

an increasing energy use.
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The results of the two Dutch studies above were different from a sur

vey performed in Twin Rivers. New Yersey. USA. Seligman et al. inves

tigated the correlation between attitudes and electricity use for

cooling in 56 families in comparable residences. see ref.[3.9].

They were able to explain 55\ of the deviations in electricity con

sumption in terms of different attitudes of the inhabitants. Host im

portant was the desire for comfort and health in relation to the use

of the airconditioner on the one hand and the costs of. and attempts

at energy saving. on the other hand.

According to Kok. see ref.[3.10]. an explanation for this contra

diction was that:

- For a specific behaviour the attitude should be measured towards

that specific behaviour; apparently this was not done sufficiently

in the Dutch studies.

- There could be a difference between intended behaviour and real be

haviour. caused by. for instance. a lack of money.

3.3. Energy consumption as a performance criterion

What is the optimal energy consumption of a building? From §3.1 and

§3.2 it may have become clear that unfortunately. this question can

not be answered in a simple way.

First of all. there is a contrast between the macro (the government)

and micro (the citizen) economy; government revenues versus energy

cost. For the individual household. the budget is the compelling for

ce behind energy saving. For the government. not only the Treasury is

important. also the quality of the outdoor environment has more and

more become the SUbject of discussion. In the long run. especially

this last aspect will lead to efforts for a reduction of the energy

consumption in housing. The eventual level of reduction is a politi

cal question.

In §3.2 the non-technical aspects of energy consumption for space

heating in housing were discussed rather extensively. This is justi

fied by the large spread in the quantity of energy consumption (rela

tive standard deviation = 25 per cent). within a group of compar

able houses.
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It appears that occupants can be divided into groups that differ in

energy related behaviour. Partly·. this is based on demands in comfort

and results in e.g. desired indoor temperature and ventilation. Apart

from that we saw. that one can find a difference between usage rela

ted behaviour versus purchase related behaviour. The optimal combina

tion of energy saving measures differs per group; so the type of

house can be matched to the type of occupant.

The influence of the inhabitants is much harder to fit ina model.

let alone to predict. than the house characteristics. An important

random element always remains. which moreover limits the accordance

between the calculated prediction and the reality of the energy con

sumption in a residence.

With the help of behaviourists. it is possible to perceive the occu

pants' influence on the energy consumption. This may provide insight

into the possibility to influence the behaviour in order to reduce

the energy consumption.
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4.INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

People in the Netherlands spend about 90\ of their time indoors. and

10\ is spent at home. see ref.[4.6]. These figures emphasize the

need for a healthy and comfortable indoor environment in residences.

4.1. Thermal comfort

4.1.1. General

The term 'comfort' comprises a complexity of aspects; one of them is

'thermal comfort'. According to Fanger. see ref.[4.2]. thermal

comfort can be defined as that condition of mind that expresses sa

tisfaction with the indoor climate. Dissatisfaction may be caused

either by warm or cool discomfort for the body in general or by local

discomfort due to undesired heating or cooling of one particular part

of the body (e.g. cold feet. warm head. draught at the neck. etc.).

The thermal balance of a human being is determined by the following

variables:

- Environmental parameters:

air temperature (8 )
a

mean radiant temperature of the enclosure (8 )
mrt

average air velocity (v)

air humidity (RH).

- Personal factors:

activity level

thermal insulation of clothing.

Extensive scientific research by Gagge. Fanger. McIntyre and others.

see ref.[4.1. 4.2. 4.3]. has led to a situation in which we are

able to calculate whether or not for the above six parameters condi

tion a comfortable indoor climate i.e. an indoor climate that will

be experienced as comfortable. Due to individual differences it is

impossible to specify an indoor climate that will lead to thermal

comfort for everybody.
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We saw in chapter 1 (Introduction) that the indoor climate in a buil

ding is determined by the interaction between the outdoor climate.

the building properties (including the equipment). and the behaviour

of the occupants of the building. It is essential to establish quan

tative comfort requirements for the design and operation of heating

and air conditioning systems and for the thermal design o~ buildings.

These requirements are not only based on thermal comfort. but also on

the energy consumption for space heating and on health.

4.1.2. Required indoor climate in residences

To formulate a number of requirements for a thermally comfortable

indoor climate we mainly used the related ISO standard 7730. see

ref.[4.5]. The aim of this standard is to specify conditions that

will be experienced as acceptable to at least 80 per cent of the

occupants.

Two questions have to be answered as far as the indoor environment is

concerned:

- which temperature level do occupants demand in a thermally comfor

table room?

- which combination of physical parameters suffice to meet this re-

quirement?

For this. knowledge about the activity and the clothing of the occu

pants is required. All the requirements for the indoor thermal envi

ronment are related to the occupied zone. i.e. the positions in a

space occupied by people. Such a zone is shown in figure 4.1 and is

defined by ASHRAE. ref. [4.4]. as:

"A region within a space. normally occupied by people.

generally considered to be between the floor and 1.8 m

above the floor. and more than 0,6 m from walls or fixed

heating or air conditioning equipment".
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Urn

Figure 4.1. OCcupied zone (see text).

!h~r!!!al £O!!!fQr,t for. ,th~ Qod"'y_in gener.al:

A lot of studies on thermal comfort were made to characterize the in

door climate by means of one index number. Radiation and convection

form about 75 per cent of the total heat loss of the human body in a

moderate indoor climate. With the help of the related mean radiant

temperature 8 and air temperature 8 • a new quantity can
mrt a

be defined. In international jargon. the term 'operative temperature'

(8 ) is used and it is defined as follows:
o

ea

e + hmrt c ea (4.1)

with: h
r

h
c

heat transfer coefficient of a human being for radia

tion (W/(m2 .K»

heat transfer coefficient of a human being for con

vection (W!(m2.K»
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An accurate method for the.calculation of 6 can be obtained. ~t

with the use of the total viewfactor V. which includes the influen-

ce of interreflections (see §5.4).

As most building materials have a high emittance (t). it is possi

ble to disregard the reflections. i.e. to assume that all surfaces in

the room are radiantly black.

The mean radiant temperature 6~t is defined as:

6 = T -213mrt mrt
and:

4 = E F
4

T~t p.i·Ti

(4.2)

with: Tmrt = mean radiant temperature (K)

6 = mean radiant temperature (Oc)
~t

T
i

surface temperature of surface i (K)

F = view factor between a person and surface i
p.i

(EF i=1)p.

If there are only relatively small temperature differences between

the surfaces of the enclosure. equation (4.1) can be approximated:

6 t = E F i·6 imr p.

in which all temperatures now are in °c.

(4.3)

For the presentation of the requirements for a comfortable indoor

climate a simple index is often used viz. the resulting temperature

(6 ):
res

(4.4)

The index 6 is equal to 6 if the air velocity v < 0.4 m/s;res 0
see ref.[4.3].

Equations (4.1) and (4.4) are related to three of the four environ

mental factors. viz. 6 t' 6 • and the average air velocity vmr a
(viz. h is influenced by v). Humidity has only a negligible ther

c
mal effect on the moderate temperatures normally aimed at. and this

environment parameter is therefore not incorporated.
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In spaces for light. mainly sedentary activity. the operative tempe

rature in the occupied zone (6 ). during the heating season
o

should be maintained within the interval 20 •.. 24°C. Under summer con-

ditions. the operative temperature should be lower than 26°C. when

the daily mean temperature outdoors is not exceeded for more than an

average of 30 days per year. This corresponds approximately to 100

degree hours per year where the operative temperature may be higher

than 26°C.

!p£al !!i2c2.ft\io!.t:

The primary requirement for an optimal indoor climate is a thermal

comfort for the body in general. Deviations from this optimum increa

se the number of people feeling local discomfort.

The quality of the indoor climate as far as local discomfort is con

cerned. is characterized by:

a. asymmetrical thermal radiation:

b. draught:

c. vertical air temperature differences:

d. floor temperature.

~d.:..a.:.. ~sYJll!!e!r!c!!l_the!.m!!l_r!!d!a!.iQn:

In residences. the most common reasons for discomfort due to asymme

trical thermal radiation are large windows in winter or heated cei

lings. The asymmetrical radiant field is described by a parameter

called 'radiant temperature asymmetry' 66 which was introducedpr
by McIntyre in ref.[4.3]. 66 is defined as the difference

pr
between the plane radiant temperature 6 of the two opposite si-

pr
des of a small plane element. The plane radiant temperature is a pa-

rameter that describes the radiation in one direction. and depends on

the surface temperature of the surrounding surfaces and the view fac

tor between a small plane element and the surrounding surfaces. The

plane radiant temperature can be obtained with equation (4.3). There

fore the viewfactors should be calculated for a plane element instead

of for a person.
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The radiant temperature asymmetry (~e ) of windows or other. pr
cold vertical surfaces should be less than 10°C (in relation to a

small vertical plane. 0.6 m above the floor). ~e of a warmpr
(heated) ceiling should be less than 5°C in relation to a small

horizontal plane 0.6 m above the floor.

M-".b-". Qr~ughl:

In practice. the source of draught complaints is often hard to be

traced. Characterizing such air flows in terms of average velocity.

average direction and connected turbulence intensity. demands expen

sive measuring equipment. Moreover these parameters depend on the

place inside the room and sometimes vary in time as well. Measuring

the average velocity is of little value for the solution of a draught

problem.

After this summing up. it is understandable that draught. although it

is an often heard complaint. is hard to investigate. As a rough indi

cation one can say that to prevent draught complaints. a limited air

velocity is allowed as a function of the air temperature.

The requirement for the mean air velocity (v ) is divided into two

regions:

- v < 0.15 mts for a person with light. mainly sedentary activity

during winter (heating period). i.e. operative temperature between

20 and 24°C;

- v < 0.25 mts for a person with light. mainly sedentary activity

during summer (cooling period). i.e. operative temperature between

23 and 26°C.

~d-".c-". ye!.tlc~l_alr_t~lII2e!.alu!.e_d1..fle!.e!lc~:

In most spaces in buildings the air temperature e is not uniforma
from floor to ceiling; it normally increases with the height from the

floor. Local discomfort due to a vertical air temperature difference

is only important for an increasing temperature from feet to head.
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In the occupied zone of a residence therefore restrictions are laid

down for the maximal difference between the air temperature at ankle

height (0.1 m) and at neck height (1.1 m).

For light. mainly sedentary activity the vertical air temperature

difference between 0.1 m and 1.1 m above the floor (ankle and head

level respectively) should be less than 3°C.

~d.:.d.:. flQO!' !.emP~r~t!:!r~s:

Due to the direct contact between the feet and the floor, local dis

comfort of the feet can often be caused by too high or too low a

floor temperature.

The surface temperature of the floor should normally be between 19°C

and 26°C. but floor heating systems may be designed for 29°C maximum

floor temperature.

4.1.3. The influence of heating systems

Predicting the thermal comfort in an indoor climate is not easy be

cause rarely data is available about the distribution of the air tem

perature and the air velocity in this room. This distribution is in

fluenced by the choice of the heating system. Besides, other physical

parameters may playa part. such as the material of the wall surface.

the heat transfer coefficient of the enclosure. the air supply system

and the exchange rate. and finally the quality of the actual assembly

of the bUilding.

When comparing heating systems all of the building parameters have to

be the same. In two laboratories extensive research has been done in

test chambers. viz.in Luik; see ref.[4.l8] and ref.[4.l9]. and

in Copenhagen. see ref.[4.20]. Under stationary circumstances.

with and without subjects. measurements have been performed of the

heat loss and thermal comfort in a room under the influence of

various heating systems. The test chambers differed in thermal quality

and in the distribution of the heat loss through transmission and

ventilation.
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In order to show this. we define:

and:

y 3(w/(m .K» (4.5)

(-) (4.6)

c

specific heat loss coefficient
2

surface area of element i of the enclosure (m )

heat transfer coefficient of element i (W/(m2 .K»
ventilation flow rate (kg/s)

specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure

(J/(leg.K»
3

volume of the room (m )

the ventilation heat loss as a fraction of the

overall heat loss

Table 4.1 gives a brief survey of the experiments in Luile and Copen

hagen. The coefficient y and the fraction f
vent

were calculated.

Table 4.1. survey of the research at copenhagen and Luile

Copenhagen Luile Luile
insulation grade 'extreme' 'good' 'bad'

number of heating systems 9 8 8
number of exterior walls

in the testroom 1 I I
Y (wi (m3 .K» 0.281°.41 1°. 55 0.3°1°. 531°.7 0.631°.86\1,03
fvent (-) ° 0.32 0.49 ° 0.43 0.57 ° 0.27 0.39
Se (OC) -10 -5 +4 -3 -3

The influence of the choice of a heating system on the indoor climate

and energy consumption is related a.o. to y and fvent '
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........--~-----------------.100%
infrared heating

ceiling heating

floor heating

Figure 4.2. Global characterization of heating systems.

According to the manner of heat transfer to the room. heating systems

can be distinguished into radiative heating systems. convective heat

ing systems and intermediate systems. see fig.4.2.

A building with high heat losses by ventilation (f ~l). shows
vent

a higher energy consumption with a convective heating system than

with a radiative heating system. If a radiative heating system is ap

plied. the surface temperatures of the enclosure will rise. so that.

especially in poorly insulated constructions. the heat loss by trans

mission will increase. These two examples are valid for extreme si

tuations; in reality the differences between the various systems will

be less pronounced.

Differences in the mutual influence of a heating system and the buil

ding are also visible in the difference between the average air tem

perature (8 ) and the mean radiant temperature (8 ). Which-
a mt

ever heating system is used. the difference between e and e
a mrt

will be smaller. in case the thermal quality y of the building in-

creases or if the temperature difference between the interior and ex

terior decreases.
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Figure 4.3. Air velocities measured in a room where different
heating systems were installed. ref.[4.20]

Both in Luik. ref.[4.l8] and [4.19]. as in Copenhagen. ref.

[4.20]. one concluded that all heating systems investigated were

capable of providing a comfortable indoor climate for the entire oc

cupied zone. i.e. comfortable as far as the body in general as well

as the local comfort are concerned. In Copenhagen the highest air ve

locities were measured in the case of floor heating (~ 0.15 m/s)

and were caused by the combination of a warm floor and a relatively

cold window. The capriciousness of the air velocity. already mention

ed in 54.1.1. is illustrated in fig.4.3.

In Luik they concluded that:

- in the poorly insulated room. neither floor nor air heating suffi

ced because these systems could not compensate for the heat loss of

the human body to the cold single glass (radiation aSYmmetry);

- in the occupied zone. the largest deviation of the reSUlting tempe

rature took place in the case of floor heating.
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As far as energy consumption is concerned, in Copenhagen and in Luik

no large differences were measured, viz. roughly 10 per cent. The use

of air heating (excluding heat regain) resulted in the highest heat

loss, whereas using floor heating led to the lowest heat loss.

In fig.4.4 a number of air temperature profiles are shown from both

investigations.

In the calculations of KLI/WOON, the heating system influences the

heat losses in a room because of:

a. the place at which the heat input of the equipment takes place;

b. the heat transfer coefficient for convection, see 55.2;

c. the stratification in air temperature; defined in the computer

model as the temperature difference between the air temperature

close to the floor and the air temperature close to the ceiling

(table 4.3 can be used as a guide line for this) :

Table 4.3. Possible stratification in air temperature (OC)

radiator below window 0
radiator on interior wall 3
floor heating 0
ceiling heating 4
air heating below window 0
air heating opposite window 2

The stratification in air temperature can also be calculated with

the empirical expression, deduced by Lebrun in ref.[4.21]:

ea (1,5) - ea (0,08) = 0,29.~

whit: e (1,5) indoor air temperature at a height of 1,5m (Oc)
a

e (0,08) indoor air temperature at a height of 0,08m (Oc)
jl

<Ii> the convective heat input of the heating sys-

tem divided by the sum of the internal surface areas
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4.2. Indoor air quality

4.2.1. General

The definition of acceptable air quality in ASHRAE Standard 62-1981.

see ref.[4.9]. is:

"Air in which there are no known contaminants at harmful concen

trations. and with which a substantial majority (usually 80') of

the people exposed. do not express dissatisfaction".

The indoor air quality in residences has been a growing concern in

the last years. The indoor air quality is affiliated with two aspects

viz. the health effect and the comfort aspect.

There are two reasons for concern about the indoor air quality in re

sidences:

1. The decrease of ventilation in an unjustified manner as a measure

of lowering the cost of energy.

2. The increase in sorts of indoor pollutants. due to the introduc

tion of new materials and chemicals for construction. home decora

tion and consumer products. as well as the tendency to use wood

stoves or unvented kerosene heaters.

The characterization of air quality is the most difficult and complex

aspect of the indoor environment. because:

- the large number of contaminants (e.g. gases. particles. aerosols.

spores. water vapour);

- the identification and the concentration measurement of the criti

cal contaminants is often difficult to perform;

- the maximal concentration for many pollutants has to be defined

yet;

- no extensive data exist on the relationship between physically mea

surable concentrations. and the human response in terms of odour.

The theoretical framework within which the air contaminants will be

evaluated is the general mass balance equation:

N N
.E Vj i.Cj-Ci".E Vi j+G-R
J=l' J=l' .

(4.10)



with: Vi

C
i

t

Vj,i
C

j
N

G

R
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volume of the space (m
3

)
3contaminant concentration in the space (~g/m )

time (h)
3

air flow rate from zone j to zone i (m Is)
3contaminant concentration in zone j (~g/m )

number of adjacent zones including outdoors (-)

generation of the contaminant in the space per unit

time (~g/s)

removal of the contaminant in the space per unit time

(~g/s)

N
Define: Vtot

i
= E V

i=l i,j

Ni:1 Vj ,i and achi = Vtoti/Vi

Integration of this differential equation with the boundary condition

C = C(O) at t=O leads to:

l:C .•V.. +G-R -ach.t
( J J ,1 )(l-e i)

Vtot i

(4.11)

where Ci(o) = contaminant concentration at t=O

In the equations (4.10) and (4.11) the following parameters can be

distinguished: the ventilation rate (V
i

•
j

etc.), the source emis

sion rate (G). the removal of the contaminant by reactions, adsorp

tion or absorption (R) and the concentration C
j

in the adjacent

rooms, ambient air included.

The source emission rate G, although assumed to be constant, is in

fact intermittent and a function of a number of variables (e.g. for

maldehyde emission of particle board is a function of temperature and

water vapour content, see ref.[4.l0]). Removal of contaminants by

surfaces is important for some contaminants and needs better quanti

fication (e.g. increase in relative humidity has a pronounced impact

on S02 removal rates and a smaller but significant impact on N0
2

sink rates, see ref.[4.ll]). Finally the last unknown in equation

(4.10) are the air flow rates Vi,j' though ventilation is the most

appropriate way to control the indoor air quality.
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In order either to calculate the energy consumption of a building due

to ventilation. to assess it. or to investigate the need for energy

conserving measures. the treating of this building as a whole is an

accepted simplification. Given the uncertainty that is usually asso

ciated with estimations of energy consumption. the possible errors

resulting from consideration of an average air exchange rate are

mostly quite acceptable. However. the knowledge of the average air

exchange rate in a building is not adequate to quantify the effects

for the occupants who are subjected to indoor contaminants. The air

exchange rate per zone plays an important role. if there is a clear

difference between the air exchange rates in various zones of such

buildings. To characterize the indoor air quality of a building it is

important to determine not only the average value of the air exchange

rate. but also its values in different zones of the building.

A prerequisite of equation (4.10) is ideal mixing in each zone. How

ever. especially in mechanically ventilated zones this assumption

does not meet the practical situations. Sandberg defines in ref.[4.8]

an efficiency of ventilation ~. This efficiency is an empirical

~uantity and describes how effective the ventilation is in providing

fresh air to all points in a zone and how effective the mixing of

air within that zone is. There is only limited information available

on this topic.

So far this paragraph focussed upon the problem of the building phy

sicist who wants to calculate the evolution of the concentration of a

contaminant at a particular spot in a room. However. what are the

possible adverse health effects? Such relationships between exposure

and response are only known for a few contaminants. The various ways

in which exposure can be described are e.g. integrated personal expo

sure (see Lebret. ref.[4.7]). or magnitude of peak concentra-

tions. or duration of the exposure.

Time consuming studies are necessary to obtain the exposure response

relationships; afterwards they can be translated into standards for

the indoor air quality.
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Knowledge about the indoor air quality in residences in the Nether

lands is limited. Lebret gives a characterization of some typical

pollutant levels in relation to properties of the home and occupants.

from a perspective of integrated personal exposure and public health.

The most logical method to establish a quality of indoor air is to

specify maximum permissible concentrations of contaminants. Given the

uncertanties discussed earlier in this paragraph such a performance

method is not yet useful for design purposes. In the Netherlands an

indirect. prescriptive method is in use. that specifies the required

ventilation rate. e.g. NEN 1081. ref.[4.12]. and NEN 1018. ref.

[4.13].

There is a link between space heating and indoor air quality in the

case of the usage of wood stoves or unvented kerosene heaters. The

latter relation will be discussed in 54.2.2.

4.2.2. Unvented kerosene heaters

In the Netherlands. the sale of unvented kerosene heaters has increa

sed strongly over the last years. although precise sales figures are

unknown. A similar tendency is visible in the United States. see

table 4.4.

These heaters cannot be connected to a ventilation duct. and are

therefore easily moveable. Application of such heaters. however.

leads to the free emission of combustion gases directly into the room

where it is used.

Table 4.4. Sale of unvented kerosene heaters in the United States.
see ref.[4.15].

year sale cumulative sale

1915 4.100 4.100
1980 1.200.000 1.610.000
1983 (est. ) 4.500.000 13.500.000
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In the Netherlands. there are no testing standards for these heaters.

although a number of importers have had their heaters tested by TNO.

In those cases. the air consumption and the production of CO and CO
2

have been measured and thus the total combustion can be determined.

!!e~t!ng £02t2:

Kerosene heaters are usually purchased in addition to an existing

heating equipment. If the capacity of that equipment is not suffi

cient. the heater can be used to raise the temperature in a certain

part of the house. Such heaters can also be used as a partial repla

cement of the existing equipment. with the aim of cutting down on

heating costs. For instance. central heating can be used as a basic

heating equipment. and with the help of the kerosene heater. heat can

be added locally. However. the heating costs of such kerosene heaters

are higher than those of a heating system which uses natural gas.

starting from identical demands for the indoor climate. see ref.

[4.14]. Kerosene heaters can therefore only be cheaper. if one

accepts locally lower indoor temperatures.

InQ.OQr_a!r_qgali!y:

Unlike the situation in the U.S.A .• very little research has been

done in the Netherlands with respect to the influence of the kerosene

heater on the indoor air quality. That is why for this section. main

ly American literature has been used. It goes without saying that the

results found in the U.S.A. cannot be simply transferred to the Dutch

situation. In the case of combustion of kerosene (a hydro carbon com

pound). apart from water vapour. a number of other gases are releas

ed. such as nitrogen oxides (NO and N0
2

) and carbon oxides (CO and

CO
2
), Kerosene also contains a small amount of sulphur; combustion

therefore also leads to a release of sulphur oxide (S02)'

A field study was conducted by the John B.Pierce Foundation (New Ha

ven. USA) in cooperation with the Department of Epidemiology and Pu

blic Health of Yale University in the greater New Haven region. The

aim was to assess air pollutant exposures and health effects associa-
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ted with the use of unvented space heaters fueled by kerosene, see

ref.[4.16]. The exposure assessment portion of the study employed

a staged design of monitoring and estimation. we participated in one

component of the staged design, viz. the continuous monitoring of se

lected air pollutants in a sub-sample of the residences studied, see

ref.[4.1?]. The continuous monitoring was conducted concurrently

with the integrated monitoring. Within the framework of this thesis,

we shall restrict ourselves to two aspects of this component from the

field study, viz.:

a. peak and average concentrations of NO, N0
2

, 5°2, CO and CO2
during heater use;

b. the estimation of removal rates of reactive gases (N0
2

and

502) by surfaces and infiltration rates from the decay of non

reactive gases.

~ont~in~n!. £o!!c!!.n!.r~tion:

The continuous monitoring indicated that peak levels of N02, 5°
2

,

CO and CO
2

in residences using kerosene space heaters can exceed

concentrations specified in ambient health standards. The results of

the integrated monitoring showed that this conclusion is also appli

cable to the average indoor concentrations of 502 and N02 "

N02 and 502 removal processes:

Two of the most important parameters controlling the air contaminant

levels observed indoors are the infiltration rate and sink terms. The

decay rates of non-reactive gases (CO
2

and NO) were not signifi

cantly different and were calculated from the evolution of the con

centration from the point at which the kerosene heater was shut off

to the baseline concentration in the room:

-ach.t (-)
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with: ach decay rate

t time

Ct concentration at time t

C concentration at time 0
0

C
b

background concentration

The decay rates are indicative for the infiltration rate (air change

per hour) of the residence. Fig.4.5 shows the observed relationship

between the decay. expressed in ach (air change rate per hour) of a

non-reactive gas as a reference and the N02 and 502 decay. Each

point represents a single decay-event for the residences. The one to

one slope. which would be expected if there were no N02 and 502

sink terms. is also shown.
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of N02 and 502 decay with reference
decay.
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The difference between the N0
2

and the S02 decay-rate and the

non-reactive decay-rate is an indication of the sink term for N0
2

and S02' The reference decay-rate was either NO or CO
2

and chosen

on the basis of which one had the smallest confidence intervals asso

ciated with the calculated slope. While the decay of N0
2

and S02

is always greater than in the case of non-reactive gases. no consis

tent pattern for the reactive gases either within or between residen

ces is evident. A conclusion which can be drawn is that the sink

terms for N02 and S02 need better characterization.

It has been said previously that the concentrations measured in the

USA. cannot be transferred directly to the Dutch situation. One point

of difference is the fuel. The s02-emission. measured in the USA.

is in accordance with the Kl-kerosene used there. with a sulphur-con

tent of 0.035 per cent. However. in the Netherlands kerosene con

taints 0.1 per cent of sUlphur (see ref.[4.14]). so that the

s02-emission for a comparable heater will be thrice as high! Kero

sene heaters form a strain on the indoor air quality and under cer

tain circumstances. can lead to adverse concentrations of N0
2

and

S02'
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5. PARAMETERS IN THE HEAT AND MASS
TRANSFER OF A BUILDING

In this chapter attention will be paid to:

- the mass transfer by ventilation (§5.1);

- the heat transfer by conduction (§5.2);

- the heat transfer by convection (§5.3);

- the heat transfer by radiation (§5.4).

Each paragraph includes a description of the physical process invol

ved and the solution method used in the computer model KLI/WOON.

A more general description of this model will be discussed in chap

ter 6.

5.1. Mass transfer by ventilation

Ventilation can take place in three different ways. viz. natural. me

chanical (with conditioned air) and a combination of those two. Hoen.

ref.[5.27]. sums up the large number of parameters of influence

in the case of natural ventilation. and the limited accuracy of ven

tilation calculations. in the stage of design. This explains. why in

building energy simulation the ventilation rate is mostly taken as an

input parameter.

However. if the natural ventilation should be calculated. a mass ba

lance technique can be used in order to obtain to some nodal network.

in which the nodes represent discrete volumes of air. and the inter

node connections are the resistances representing the distributed

leakage paths. through which the air can flow with presence of a

pressure gradient. see fig.5.l.
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r---------------------------,

Figure 5.1. Scheme of the nodal network

The basic driving forces for ventilation are the pressure differences

across the various resistances of the nodal network. which are gene

rated by the following:

a. wind pressure;

b. buoyance forces due to an indoor-outdoor temperature difference;

c. fan exhaust or pressurization.

~d.:..a.:.. ~indJlI.e2s!!r~:

The surface pressure gradients are calculated with a dimensionless

coefficient b. mostly obtained from wind tunnel studies. For an ex

ternal surface i yields:

(Pa) (5.1)

with: P the surface pressure (Pa)

Cp the pressure coefficient (-)
. 3

P the air density (kg/m )

v free stream wind speed (mls)
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Therefore for each representative surface i a set of pressure coeffi

cients for any wind direction is necessary. There is only minimal in

formation in the literature regarding the pressure coefficient. The

refore a random element always remains. which moreover limits the ac

curacy of any calculated ventilation rate.

~i!ld_shi~l!!i!lg:

The exterior climate data have been measured by the Royal Netherlands

Meteorological Institute (KNKI) at 5 main stations.

It is extremely important that wind direction and wind speed levels

at the site are known to be able to calculate the pressure difference

due to wind effects. Generally weather data are only available from

the nearest offical weather station. It is usually assumed that out

door air temperature. and to a large extent. wind direction and wind

speed data from such nearby sources correspond adequately with simi

lar data at the site involved. However wind speed. and to a lesser

extent wind direction. can be severely altered. due to shielding by

surrounding structures and trees.

Building physicists often use the classical Davenport equations to

determine the wind speed at a (sheltered) location. Meteorologists

prefer a divergent method; in ref.[5.31] Wieringa proposes the

following equation:

v = v*/K . In z/z (5.2)z 0

with: v
z

v*

average wind velocity at height z (m/s)

friction velocity (m1s)

K = Von Karman constant"" 0.4

z roughness length (indicator of the degree of terrain
o

irregularity (m)

Both v* and z are influenced by the boundary layer. A prerequisite
o

for equation (5.2) is a nearby adiabatic stratification.
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Wieringa presented a nomogram for transforming the WHO-standardized

wind speed (at 10 m above open terrain) to wind speed at height z

above a nearby terrain with a specified roughness length Zo (zo

values indicated in brackets). see figure 5.2.
Z (m)

f

Figure 5.2. Transformation of the WHO-standardized wind speed

Broken lines at the lefthand side indicate that below z ~ 20.z
o

this nomogram has a doubtful validity. In KLI/wOON the assumption is

made that z ~ 0.5. The wind speed in this terrain class is roughly
o

0.8 times the measured speed at a nearby meterologic station. In more

urban surroundings this calculating method is only applicable if

enough data are available about the existing micro-climate.

~d~b~ ~uQY~n£y_d!:iye!12r~s2u!:e_djJfe!:e!1c~:

For a uniform temperature the pressure of an air mass at any height

z above a convenient datum level. z • (for example the ridge of a
o

roof). is given by:

P
z Po + p.g.z
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with: P = pressure at datum level z (Pa)
o 0 2

g = acceleration due to gravity (m/s )
3

P density of the air (kg/m )

The pressure difference 6P due to the stack effect over a height z

is given by:

(pa) (5.3)

with: p -p = difference in density between the air in room
i j

i and room j (kg/m3)

In KLI/WOON the user defines various heights for internode connec

tions. Mostly this will be limited to one height per floor. although

it is possible to increase this number e.g. to calculate bi-directio

nal air flows through a construction element.

~d~c~ !1e£h~nlc~l_v~nlilaliQn:

The pressure difference across a fan of a mechanical ventilation sys

tem in residences is about 50 Pa and the combined wind and stack ef

fects have mostly only little influence on the air flow through the

ventilation ducts. Therefore a mechanical ventilation system in KLII

WOON is considered to be a. negative or positive. current source. So

the inlet air flow or the exhaust air flow are not influenced by the

actual pressure inside and outside the residence.

If the driving forces are known. it is possible to calculate the air

flow via a restriction between the pressure points i and j with:

• lin 3
Vi • j Ci.r(Pi-P j ) (m Is)

and: n = 1 for laminar flow

n = 2 for turbulent flow

n = 1.5 for flow through crevices

(5.4)
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Vi,j
3

with: air flow from i to j (m Is)

Ci,j resistance characteristic of the restriction

(m3/s.pal/n)

P pressure (Pa)

n exponent (-)

Application of equation (5.4) to an air flow network leads to a sys

tem of non-linear equations. These are linearized in KLl/WOON to:
-1E.K = ~ or K= E .~ (5.5)

with: Ei,j Ct,j if i <> j or

E ci,j if i=j

and: Ctj Cij' (pi-Pj)

Xi Pi

E C1,j. ( Cpi·Y.p.v
2

+ (Pi-Pj).g.z ) 0

bi + Vm

with: *m = mechanical air supply (m3/s)

The solution of the matrix equation (5.5) is achieved by iteration.

The pressure P* of the air nodes inside the residence are at first

equal to a constant value (default 1 Pa) and for the rest of the time

step equal to the last pressure P, calculated in the present time

step. There is an additional correction for pressure differences due

to the temperature and wind effects, The

calculation is finished if the difference between P* and P is suffi

ciently small. This calculation is done under the assumption of stea

dy state pressure differences across the restrictions.

The accuracy of this method depends largely on the input such as:

- the surface pressure distribution around the building depending on

wind directions;

- the leakage distribution and the behaviour of the occupants;

- micro-climate.
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5.2. Conductive heat transfer

5.2.1. Fourier heat eguation

The transient heat conduction and storage is described by the Fourier

equation.

a0(x, t)
p.c. at

~2 0 (x t)A '+
ax2 (5.6)

where: p

c

3density of region j (kg/m )

specific heat at constant pressure of region j

(J/(kg.K»

temperature at place x and time t (OC)

= thermal conductivity of region j (W/(m.K»

the heat generation within region j per unit vol

ume at place x and time t (W/m3)

Commonly accepted assumptions in building energy simulation are:

- In each wall (part), the temperature gradients parallel to a sur

face are negligible in relation to the gradients vertical on that

surface (one-dimensional heat transfer).

- The thermophysical properties p, c and ~ of a layer are con

stant and uniform.

This paragraph discusses the calculation method for the transient

heat flow in a homogeneous element, as described in §2.l.1 and

§2.l.2. of appendix A.

A distinction has been made for:

- the distribution of nodes in a homogeneous layer;

- the distribution of nodes in a constructional element, composed of

several homogeneous layers;

- the solution for the heat flow at a boundary.
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5.2.2. Homogeneous layer

Place discretisation of the Fourier equation gives:

a0(x j ,t)

p .c. at
0(x o 1,t)-20(X o ,t)+0(X o +1,t)

J - J J )A ~X2 + Sj(x,t

with: ~t = equidistant place step (m)

or in the following network:

where: kw = ),,1t::.x

cw = p.c.~x

Discretisation in time gives:

P.c,(Sj -Sj -1) = ~.Rj +(l-~).Rj -1,n,n ,n ,n

where: ~ = interpolation factor.

(5.8)

Substition of ~=O,5 in equation (5.8) leads to the Crank Nicolson t

discretisation.

If we assume that a layer may be seen as a first order system, the

value of ~ can be obtained with:

2
where: ~ = t::.x la

(5.9)
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Figure 5.3 shows ~ as a function of y/dt.
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Figure 5.3. The factor ~ as a function of T/dt

The Crank Nicolson discretisation is an implicit method with an un
conditional stability and therefore renders flexibility in applica

"tion. The accuracy however is influenced by the place and time in

crement. The overall accuracy can be improved by decreasing the space

and time step. In order to investigate the accuracy one defines the

Fourier number F:

F a •.6.t/(lu)2

with: a = ~/(p.c)

2
where: a = thermal diffusivity (m Is)

1.After Kreyszig. see ref.[5.32]. often a good choice is F

This choice gives:

lu = (a •.6.t)%

An F-value of 1 means that the time constant T of a layer of

thickness .6.x is equal to the time step .6.t.

(5.10)
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The influence of discretisation errors in a homogeneous layer may be
-6

illustrated by figure 5.4. For a layer of brickwork with a=0.8*10
2

m Is and 0.2m thick and a fixed time step of 3600 s the place step

is varied. According to equation (5.10) the optimal place increment

in this case is O.05m. Assume that initially the temperatures on ei

ther side of this layer are equal and that the brickwork itself is

also at 20°C. At time=l hour. the outdoor temperature suddenly in

creases with 10°C. The combined radiative and convective heat trans

fer coefficients for the interior and exterior boundary are taken to
2

be equal to 1.1 and 25 w/(m .K). The steady state outside surface

temperature is 28.9°C.
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~ ~ 5 nodes; F 1.1
... ... 11 nodes; F = 2.1

Figure 5.4. Effect of place discretisation on the outside surfa
ce temperature (F = Fourier number).
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5.2.3. Homogeneous thin layer

Figure 5.4 shows the evolution of the outside surface temperature of
-6

a single glass pane (d=O,Ol m; a=0,4*10 ). using the same boundary

conditions as discussed in §5.2.2 and the same discretisation method.
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a: ~
,~

~

~

~

N

w N

0
.-.

~~

~

~

a~

~ 4 8
TIME [~

exact
x x ~t 3600 s
~ ~ ~t 1800 s

~t 600 s
-------. ~t 300 s

Figure 5.5. Effect of time discretisation

In according to equation (5.10) and. given ~ is minimal 0.005 m.

the optimal time step is 60 s. Figure 5.4 shows that there is indeed

only a good agreement between the exact solution and the numerical

solution for the glass pane for the small time step. A time step of

3600 s is most frequently used in building energy simulation. For

thin layers the method. discussed in §5.2.2. gives a clear deviation.

As alternative to this method we used a simplified scheme.
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Because of the low thermal inertia a thin layer may be approximated

by a serial connection of two conductors with the heat capacity

connected to the central node j. see 52.4 of appendix A.

Substitution of a=l in equation (5.8) leads to:

-kw,Sj _l +(cw+2kw),Sj -kw,Sj 1 = cw.Sj -l+qgj.n .n + .n .n

with: cw = p.c.d/6.t

Besides we use the heat balance equations for the boundaries at node

j-l and node j+l:

kw,S
j
_

l
-kw,S

j,n ,n
and:

kw.S -kw.S = q
j.n j+l.n j+l.n

Figure 5.6 shows the results of this discretisation.
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Figure 5.6. Effect of time discretisation for a simplified
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Compared with fig.5.5. in fig.5.6 the opposite happens with respect

to 6t. viz. better agreement with increasing 6t in fig.5.6 and

a less good agreement with decreasing 6t in fig.5.6.

5.2.4. Boundary of a homogeneous layer

The solution for the heat flow at a boundary of a homogeneous layer.

described in §2.1.2 of appendix A. is rather unusual. Figure 5.1

shows schemes of this solution and some real alternatives. In practi

ce all these possibilities may be used. some of them are already ap

plied. To show the differences between the four methods we expose a

layer of brickwork of 0.2 m to a step function in outdoor temperatu

re. similar to the experiment in §5.2.2. Figure 5.8 illustrates the

outdoor surface temperature. with 6t = 3600 sand 6x = 0.05 m.

The steady state outside surface temperature is 28.9°C.

It appears that the solution of both KLI/WOON and method 2 give a

good resemblance with the exact solution whilst the solution of

method I and 3 show a clear deviation during the first time steps.

caused by the connection of a (heat) capacity to the boundary nodes.
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construction element
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5.2.5. Multi-layered construction element

The calculation of the temperatures in a multi-layered construction

element as a function of time will be performed by applying two dif

ferent strategies viz. the strategy of Water and Wright. see ref.

[5.33]. and the strategy used in KLI/wOON.
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For a given time step the Waters and Wright strategy is as follows:

- calculate for each homogeneous layer the F-value:

where d = thickness of a layer (m)

- determine the maximum of the F-values: Fmax

- given a minimum number of two place steps per layer. adapt the

Fmaxvalue: F* = Fmax * 4

- use the F*-value to determine 6x for the other layers by:

6x = (a.6t/F*)%
This strategy places nodes within a homogeneous layer in such a way

as to come to. as closely as possible. a uniform Fourier number for

the different layers in a construction element.

For a given time step the KLI/WOON-strategy is as follows:

- calculate the number of place steps n for each layer by rounding
%off upwards the equation: N = d/(a.6t) ; so the F-value is

close to one:

- the minimum value of N = 2

- calculate the place step by: 6x diN

In order to test the two different solutions for place discretisa

tion. calculations have been performed for a timber frame wall (see

table 5.1).

In the strategy of Waters and Wright the plasterboard layer stipula

tes the desired F*-value for the brickwork and the mineral fibre at

30 and 2.5 for 6t = 3600 and 300 s respectively.
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Table 5.1. Distribution of nodes for a timber frame wall (N
of place steps; F = Fourier number)

number

IDater1al d },. pc a KLl/wOON Waters &wright
(m) ~/(m.K) J/(m3 .K) m2/s ll.t=3600s ll.t=300s ll.t=3600s 6.t=300s

N F N F N F N F

brickwork 0.1 1 126*104 0.8*10-6 2 1.2 1 1.2 11 35 11 2.9
mineral fibre 0.06 0.04 4*104 1.0*10-6 2 4.0 4 1.3 5 25 5 2.1
plasterboard 0.01 0.23 61*104 0.3*10-6 2 30 2 2.5 2 30 2 2.5

Figure 5.10 shows the response of the outside surface temperature to

a step by step change in outdoor temperatuur from 20°C to 30°C.
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Figure 5.10. Effect of 'place discretisation on a timber wall con
struction.
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The boundary conditions correspond to the example discussed earlier

in this paragraph. The steady state outside surface temperature is

29.8°C. There was no difference between the two methods of nodal dis

tribution at ~t = 300 s. However. at ~t = 3600 s the method of

Waters and Wright led to inaccuracy because of the high Fourier num

ber of 30 being dictated by the plasterboard properties.

5.3. Convective heat transfer

5.3.1. General

of the fundamental heat transfer processes in rooms, convection is

the least mathematically understood. In contrast to the equations

formulated for conduction and radiation, those governing convective

heat and mass transfer in rooms do not have analytic solutions even

under steady state conditions. As a result research in this field has

usually been limited to experimental work, which, characteristically,

is not amenable to generalization. Thus there is a large disparity in

the understanding of the convection process in comparison to those of

the radiative and conductive phenomena. Three kinds of convective

heat transfer are distinguished:

- forced convection, induced by ventilation:

- convection at plain surfaces:

- convection in air cavities.

5.3.2. Ventilation

The calculation of ventilation flow rates has already been discussed

in 55.1. The heat transfer due to ventilation is given by:

~ = m.c,{Si-Sj) (W)vent

with: m = mass flow rate (kg/s)

c = specific heat capacity (J/(kg.K»

Si,Sj = air temperatures of the zones involved (Oe)
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5.3.3. surface convection

The convective heat flow rate at a surface is described with:

11> A.hc. (8 -8 )
c w a

(w) (5.11)

with: A surface area (m
2

)
2

hc convective heat transfer coefficient (W/(m .K»

8 surface temperature (DC)
w

8 air temperature (DC)
a

The simplicity of this equation is misleading. The coefficient hc de

pends on the characteristics of the air flow (natural or forced. la

minar or turbulent) and the geometry of the surface. In the field of

building physics. this formula is mostly used for a complete wall

area. and both 8 and hc are supposed to be surface averages.
w

(5.12)

In the case of free or buoyancy driven convection. the heat trans

fer is determined by:

Nu = f(Gr.Pr) (-)

with: Nu = hc.l/'>-. or h = Nu. '>-./1
c

and: Gr = Grashof number (-)

Pr = Prandtl number (-)

Nu = Nusselt number (-)

1 = characteristic size (m)

'>-. = thermal conductivity of the fluidum (W/(m.K»

Cl·Ral/4

c2·Ral/3

(Ra < 108): Nu

turbulent (Ra> 109): Nu

The Rayleigh number

air yields:

laminar

In this the aerial properties. for instance '>-..Pr. are determined by

the average air temperature.

Ra (= Gr.Pr) determines the flow conditions. For
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In this case Cl and C2 are constants, which depend a.o. on the
8inclination of the surface in question. The Rayleigh numbers of 10

9
and 10 are based on isolated vertical surfaces. Bauman. see ref.

[5.14]. however concluded that in a room the change from a lami-

nar to a turbulent flow only takes place at a Ra-number that is an

order of magnitude higher. This means that a laminar flow correlation

could be applicable to a much wider range of Rayleigh-numbers than

previously had been recognized.

In the case of forced convection. the heat transfer is determined by:

Nu f(Re.Pr) (-) (5.13)

with: Re Reynold number (-)

The flow is laminar if Re < 2000 and turbulent if Re > 2300.

The description of the convective heat transfer has been the SUbject

to continuous research. Often this resulted in a semi-empiric rela

tion based on measurements and the dimensionless characteristic num

bers. discussed before.

A numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for the air move

ments in a room is another possibility to describe the convective

heat transfer at internal surfaces. see e.g. ref.[5.11]. The pro

grammes developed for this take a lot of calculation time and the re

sults are yet less reliable than the known relations. based on measu

rements.

!nle!.n~l_s!!rfa£e~

Starting from earlier Dutch research. ref.[5.17 and 5.18]. in the

computer model KLI/WOON Imura's empiric formula. ref.[5.1]. have

also been used. In table 5.2 a survey is given of those. and other

formula for the various possibilities of convective heat transfer at

plain surfaces. Figure 5.6 shows the calculated differences for ver

tical surfaces. The large diversity is striking. In the sensitivity

study (chapter 7) this influence will be quantified.
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Figure 5.6. Heat transfer coefficient for convection at
vertical surfaces

Convective heat transfer within rooms will be affected by the presen

ce of fixtures, as well as the surface texture, or relative rough

ness. According to Alamdari et al., ref.[5.9], building thermal

modellers should allow for variations of at least 20 per cent to ac

count for these influences.

Although with a well insulated construction element a deviant hc has

little influence on the energy consumption, it does influence to qui

te an extent, the dynamics of the enclosure temperatures in a room.
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This is for instance of importance for the increase of the tempera

ture after a night set back. and for thermal comfort calculations.

According to Bauman et al. the minimal hc for vertical walls is 1.5
2

w/(m .K). see ref.[5.14]. This minimal value is used in KLI/WOON.

A literature study of cases in which the roomside of a window system

was equiped with a layer of a more or less open structure. led to a

lower and an upper numerical value of hc. For venetian blinds 5 < hc
2

< 7. and for lace or curtains 2 < hc < 4 w/(m .K); used references

were [5.17]. [5.24] and [5.25].

The lower figures apply to average weather conditions and the higher

figures with conditions of direct solar irradiation.

Table 5.1. convective heat transfer coefficient he at internal sur
faces of naturally ventilated rooms

~ ==f== =F
Kollmar et a1. [5.5] 1.98.691/4 2.67.691/4 0.872.69114

A1amdari et a1.[5.10] {(1.5. (69/1)1/4)6 + £(1.4. (69/dh) 1/4)6 + 0.6. (69/db) 115

(1.23.691/3) 6}1/6 (1.63.691/3)6}1/6

ASIlRAI! [5.4] 1.31.691/3 1.519.691/3 0.586. (69/db) 1/4

Imura et a1. [5.1] 1.45. (69/1)1/4 1.55.691/3 0.7. (6e/dh) 115

Kriegel [5.13] 1.644.69113

i Bauman [5.14] 2.03.(69/1)°·22
,

[5.16] 1.59.66113 1.59.66113; Chapman

1 = characteristic dimension
dh = 4.surface area/perimeter
66 = temperature difference between the internal surface and

the ambient air
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The influence of the heating equipment on the convective heat trans

fer has rarely been examined. In the case of floor heating Schlapman.

ref.[5.15]. gives in the following relation for the coefficient

hc at the floor surface:

-0.69 1/3
hc=1.69.C.[0 .103.C -0.054]. (Sa-Sw)

with: C = constant; room height divided by the room depth (-)

S air temperature (Oc)
a

S interior surface temperature of external wall (OC)
w

Howarth. ref.[5.12]. studied convective heat transfer for the ap

plication of radiator heating. The average convective heat transfer

coefficient for the wall above the radiator. the ceiling and the
2floor were respectively 4. 4 and 1 W/(m .K).

Alamdari and Hammond. ref.[5.9]. did a field study in a living

room into which warm air was injected through a low side wall grill.

Their results are shown in table 5.2.

Table 5.2. coefficient hc for internal surfaces in a room with warm
air heating.

surface element

floor far-wall window ceiling near-wall
cyclic control (on/off) 1.19 3.93 3.61 3.42 2.31
modulating control

(variable volume) 6.25 3.46 3.60 3.93 2.14

Ix,te!:.nAl_syrfa£el!:

In case of convective heat transfer at an external surface the wind

velocity and wind direction are the main parameters.

The research work carried out in this respect can be divided into two

main categories:

- the earlier wind tunnel experiments in parallel flow past uniformly

heated flat plates;
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- wind tunnel experiments and field measurements dealing with bluff

objects; in general the latter are more tuned to practical building

situations.

In KLI/WOON the results of Nusselt's and Jurgens' research. see ref.

[5.20]. are used. Their study belongs to the first category and resulted

in:

hc 5.8 + 4.l.v for v < 5 m/s

for v > 2 m/s

for v < 2 m/s

hc ?3.vO.?8 for v > 5 mls
with: v = wind velocity (mls)

The field measurement work by Sturrock and Ito shows the dependence

of the convective coefficient on the wind velocity profile around the

building. drawing distinctions between surfaces windward and leeward

facing.

sturrock. ref.[5.22]. suggests a relation that could be given as:

- windward (angle of incidence smaller than 90 0
):

hc = 11.4 + 5.?v

- leeward:

hc = 5.?v

Ito did a large number of measurements in a six storey flat building.

ref.[5.2l]. From these measurements resulted the following re

gression formula:

h - 1 ~ 0.605c- 8.,.wv

with: wv = the corrected wind velocity close to the wall surface

For the velocity wv were found:

- windward:

wv 0.25.v

wv 0.5 m/s

- leeward:

wv = 0.3 + 0.05.v

Figure 5.? gives a survey of the literature discussed here.
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Figure 5.? Surface coefficient as a function of windspeed for
windward and leeward facing surfaces

The above figure shows that:

-there are large differences in the results;

- for Ito et al. the influence of the wind direction is more impor-

tant than the wind velocity.
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5.3.4. Cavities

In the case of convective heat transfer by air flow in an air cavity.

the following scheme is used:

.L.-
j-1 j

>x
j.1 j.2

hc convective heat transfer
coefficient from the sur
face to the air in the
cavity (e=exterior: i=
interior)

hr radiative heat transfer
coefficient between the
two surfaces

hv = heat transport coeffici
ent due to ventilation

ev = inlet air temperature

Figure 5.8. Cavity network

This scheme can be simplified. see fig.5.9. by means of the method

described in 52.2 of the Appendix A.

he convective heat transfer
coefficient from the ex
terior surface to the
inlet air

hi convective heat transfer
coefficient from the in
terior surface to the
inlet air

hcr combined convective and
radiative heat transfer
coefficient between the
surfaces of the cavity.

Figure 5.9. Transformed cavity network

A distinction has to be made between open and closed cavities. In the

case of a closed cavity hv equals 0 and hc and hC
i

are taken to--- e
be equal to one another.
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In KLI/wooN the following numerical values are used:
2

- horizontal air cavity. upward heat flow (A-cavity=6.5 w/(m .K»
2

hCe = hCi = 1.05 w/(m .K)

- horizontal air cavity. downward heat flow (A-cavity=5.8 W/(m2.K»
2

hc = hCi = 2.48 w/(m .K)
e 2

- vertical air cavity between two opaque layers (A-cavity=5.8 w/(m .K»
2hCe = hCi = 2.48 w/(m .K)

In the case of a cavity between two layers in a window system two op

tions are used in which the numerical values are either 2 or 4
2W/(m .K).

In the case of an open cavity a distinction is made between forced

and free convection. Hensen and De Wit. ref.[5.23). made a lite

rature study about forced convection. Their findings have been used

in KLI/wooN:

- laminar flow (Re < 2300). see ref.[5.l9):

3 1/3hc = (k/dh).(3.66 +1.61.Re.Pr.dh/l)

- turbulent flow (Re > 2300). see ref.[5.6):

'\1 0.8hc = (", dh).0.0158.Re

with: dh = hydraulic diameter (m)
2

k = thermal conductivity of air (W/(m .K»

1 = length in flow direction (m)

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.1)

In a cavity with forced convection the ventilation term hv can be

described by:
. I 2hv = m.c A [w/(m .K»

with: m= ventilation mass flow rate (kg/s)

c = specific heat capacity of air (J/(kg.K»
2

A = surface area of the cavity (m )
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In the case of free convection data are known only for a number of

specific situations. Table 5.3 gives a survey of convective heat

transfer coefficients in window systems; where clearly deviating nu

merical values have been found in literature. these have been men

tioned separately.

Table 5.3. Convective heat transfer in cavities at window systems

window systems hCe hCi hv reference

outside blinds 12 8 200 [5.24]
10 10 200 [5.11]

inside blinds 5 1 32 [5.24]
5 1 9 [5.25]
4 6 2 [5.25]
5 5 10 [5.11]

curtains 2 2 10 [5.24]
2 2 2 [5.25]
3 2 5 [5.11]

Klan extensively investigated the laminar. free convection in heated

ducts. ref.[5.18]. His work is also applicable to the cavity be-

hind a radiator. Klan expressed the convective heat transfer in ca

vities in the coefficients he and hi. introduced in fig.5.9. We per

formed a regression of his measurement values for a rectangular heat

ed on both sides; this led to the following equation:

(5.8)

with: = Gr.(d/H).Pr (-)

= height of cavity (m)

= depth of cavity (m)
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5.4. Radiative heat transfer

5.4.1. General

About radiative heat transfer much literature is available. The com

puter model gives three different levels. with decreasing accuracy.

for the calculation of this heat transfer process.

5.4.2. Thermal radiation

Thermal radiation is energy emitted by a radiant medium that origina

tes solely from the temperature of the medium. The following postula

tes are applied in describing the radiative heat transfer in an en

closure with moderate dimensions:

- the indoor air is non-absorbing. non-scattering;

- the reflected and emitted radiant energy will be regarded to be

distributed diffusely (grey Lambert-radiators).

The emittance E of a grey body is given by:

E
4

t.a.T (5.11)

with: t = emissivity of the body surface (-)
-8 2 4

a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5.61*10 (W/(m.K»

T = absolute temperature of the body (K)

For a system in radiative equilibrium. according to Kirchhoff. the

emissivity t equals the absorptivity «. For thermal radiation the

dependency of « and t on temperature is negligible.

The radiative heat exchange between two surfaces can be written as:

(5.12)

with: 2
Ai = area of surface i (m )

V
i

•
j

= total view factor. fraction of the isotropic radia

tion from i. intercepted directly and indirectly by j
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In a linearized form the heat exchange by radiation between surface

i and j is as follows:

with:

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

with: S

hr

2
= total interchange area (m )

2
= heat transfer coefficient for radiation (W/(m .K»

Si,Sj = surface temperature of surface i and j respec

tively (OC)

If Ti = Tj then ~ri,j = ~rj,i is valid. This Unplies that:

Ai·~j.i = Aj'~j,i (the reciprocity theorem).

The overall heat transfer for radiation in an enclosure must be O.

Therefore the following is valid: E (l-Pj)'~i.j = 1; the value

of P
j

, the reflectivity, equals l-£j'

In the computer model equation (5.13) is used to obtain the overall

heat transfer for radiation at surface i:

(5.16)

2
(W/(m .K» (5.11)

Analysis of the radiative heat exchange between surfaces depends hea

vily on the knowledge of view factors. Within the framework of KLII

WOON. there are a number of possibilities to calculate radiative heat

exchange. These alternatives differ, because of the calculation of

the view factor and the heat transfer coefficient for radiation.
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In the case of an air cavity. the depth of the cavity is small compa

red to the sum of the width multiplied by the length of the cavity.

Heat exchange between the cavity sides can be approximated as that

between two parallel infinite surfaces.

Approximation of ~ by means of the surface ratio gives:

~i.j = Aj/EA

in which the area summation is to carry out over all participating

surfaces.

Paying attention in the calculation of ~ to the direct radiative

heat transfer only results in:

with: Fi •j = view factor of the isotropic radiation from Ai;

intersepted directly by A
j

Equation (5.8) gives the general formula for the calculation of the

view factor F (alternatively designated as the shape factor. geome

trical factor or angle factor) between two surfaces. situated conform

figure 5.10:

Figure 5.10. Exchange between two differential elements

(5.18)
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In general. the view factor can be calculated with an integration of

the integrand in equation (5.13). In complex configurations an allnu

merical method like the Monte Carlo method. can be used as an alter

native to analytical formulations. In special configurations the area

integrals have (partially) been solved analytically. In KLII WOON.

for instance. formula are used for arbitrarily rectangular. perpendi

cular or parallel surfaces in accordance with ref.(5.11).

For two rectangles intersecting at an angle ~. see fig.5.11.

equation (5.8) is solved analytically by a simple integral.

This solution has been deduced from Sparrow and Cess. ref.(5.30).

Figure 5.11. configuration of two rectangles with an intersec
tion at an angle ~

FA,_A.(1Ty} = - sin:$ [Xl' sin $ + (i - $ )(X. + 1'2)

1'21. _1(X-YCOS<l»
+ ·an l' sin <D

+ 'y2 tan- 1 (1' ~ ~nC;s $)]

sin2
$ {( 2 ) I [{I + X'){I + yo}]

+ -4- sin" $ - I n I + Z

[
Y2{1 + Z}] [X2(1 + )[2)COS 2~]}

+ yo In (l + P)Z + X
2

1n Z(l + Z)COS 2~

+ Ytan- 1 H) + X l.an- 1 H) - vz tan- 1 (:z)
sin $ sin 2<IJ v / K"' 2 $+ 2 A'\ I + • - sm

x [tan-
1 (VI ~~: :1:n2 $)

+ tan -1 ( Y - X cos <D )] (5. 19)
VI + X2 sin2 <!>

+ cos $ J.Y VI -j- e sin2 $[tan-1 (/ - Ec~ cI> )
o I + eo sm2 <I>

+ tan-I ( Ecos $ )] dE-
VI + EO sin2 </>

with: 2 2
X = alb: Y = c/b: Z • X +Y -2.X.Y.cos~
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Figure 5.12 shows a configuration of a point

tangle A
2

• in which the planes of dA
l

and A
2

angle ~. (0<~<1800).

source dA
l

and a rec

intersect at an

Figure 5.12. Configuration with a point source and a rectangle
with an intersection at an angle ~

Wiebelt. see ref.[5.29]. gives the following equation for this

configuration:

V'" 1
JN2 + L~ - 2NL cos 4>

w '" Jl + L2 sin 2
<!>

(5.20)
N alb

L clb

For the view factor F the following rules are valid:

Ai.Fi.j = Aj.Fj.i

E FLj = 1

Fi.j+k = Fi.j+Fi.k
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Combination of these three characteristics together with the solu

tions for special configurations discussed before. is used in KLI/

WOON to calculate the F-factors. The only restriction in this respect

is that in a subsurface of a wall there should not be another surfa

ce. The number of subsurfaces however is unlimited.

Approximation of "'i,j by means of the two above mentioned methods

does not yet incorporate interreflections; this means that surface i

emits radiation to a black surrounding (t
j

= 1).

In that case the radiative heat transfer is. see equation (5.12):

(5.21)

Calculation of the total view factor. i.e. including reflections. is

done by means of:

(5.22)

In ref.[5.3l] the following solution method is introduced. Define

the total interchange area between surfaces i and j. using the socal

led Kronecker-delta. as in:

with: 6
i

•
j

= ) 0 (i <> j)

) 1 (i = j)

The equation (5.21) can be rewritten as:

substitution of equation (5.24) in equation (5.22) results in:

(5.23)

(5.24)

or:

(5.25)

with: k = number of enclosure surface.
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Combination of equation (5.25) for all surfaces leads to a set of

equations; in matrix notation:

E.S = £,

with: Ei,j = ) PilAi (i = j)

) -Pk,Pi.Fi,j/Ai (i <> j)

(5.26)

Because the right hand part of equation (5.26) is an unit matrix, the

following is valid:
-1

S = E (5.21)

For the inversion of matrix E the Choleski elimination is used, see

ref. [5.31]. Matrix E viz. is positive definite. With the help of

the set of equations (5.21) the influence of interreflections is sol

ved simultaneously for all surfaces.

Table 5.4 shows a survey of options in the calculation of the thermal

radiation at internal surfaces.

Table 5.4. Options in thermal radiation

option: V (-) based on: hr (w/(m2.K»

1 surface area ratio 5,1
2 direct exchange 5,1
3 direct and indi-

rect exchange f(69,d

in which 69 is the difference in surface temperature of the two

surfaces involved.

The radiative heat transfer at the exterior of wall i is:

with: F = view factor to the surroundings (-)i,a
T ambient air temperature (K)

a
T temperature of the sky vault (K)

sky
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It is implied. that surface i only emits radiation to two black sur

faces. and that the surrounding buildings and ground have a surface

temperature that equals the outside air temperature.

The factor F
i

is approximated as follows:
.a

F. = (1-cos~)/2
1..a

with: ~ = the inclination with the horizontal surface

For the calculation of the net radiation Slob. ref.[5.1]. gives

the following equation:

(5.29)

(5.30)

with: GIG
o

clearness index (-)
2day sum of measured horizontal solar radiation (Vim )

2
day sum of maximal horizontal solar radiation (Vim )

The value of G may be obtained by:
o

E sin(y) .1310

with: y

1310

solar altitude angle
2

solar constant (Vim )

In the model the weather data can be used of the 5 KNKI main stations

in the Netherlands. Vith the help of equation (5.30) the clearness

index per day is added to the original data set.

Table 5.5 shows results for the KNKI station at De Bilt. over the pe

riod between 1961-1980. A GIG -value of 0.4 roughly equals a tem-
o

perature difference T -T of lOGe.
a sky
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Table 5.5. GIGo-value for De Bilt. 1961-1980.

month average standard minimum maximum
deviation

l(Jan. ) 0.29 0.18 0.04 0.80
3 0.37 0.18 0.05 0.76
5 0.44 0.17 0.07 0.75
7 0.41 0.16 0.03 0.72
9 0.41 0.15 0.02 0.71

11 0.29 0.17 0.03 0.80

5.4.3. Solar radiation

The influence of solar radiation on the thermal behaviour of a build

ing consists of insolation of the exterior surfaces and transmission of

solar radiation via transparant construction elements. as window systems.

The intensity of direct and diffuse radiation on slanting surfaces is

calculated by means of the method introduced by Den Ouden

in ref.[5.2]. and is based on measured weather data. The result is

that the following quantities are known per external surface at a given

time step:
2

I B irradiance due to direct solar radiation (W/m )

I irradiance due to the diffuse solar radiation coming
Da

from the atmosphere

I irradiance due to the diffuse solar radiation coming
Dg

from the ground (reflection and diffusion by the soil.

water. plants. buildings. etc.)

Again in the model there are several levels of desired accuracy for

the calculation of shading and the intra-zone distribution of the

solar radiation transmitted through the windows.

A distinction is made between three types of shading objects. viz.

the surrounding site obstructions. the facade obstructions that are

part of the building itself and. finally. the window shading devices.
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A limitation of the model is that the shading objects should be

parallel to. or perpendicular with the facade in question. The

eventual shading of an exterior facade of the building involves

results from a combination of these shading surfaces.

The user has to define the dimensions of the surrounding site ob

structions. and the shading devices. The influence of facade obstruc

tions is deducted by the programme itself from the ground plan. The

refore the contours of the building are examined per floor. A shading

object is determined by its distance from the origin of the facade

part in question. a characteristic size (depth or height) and the ty

pe (horizontal projection. vertical projection. etc.).

Based on an isotropic atmosphere radiation the reduction factors for

diffuse atmospheric radiation. F
dif

• are determined with the help

of the view factors introduced in 55.3.2.2. The calculation of the

reduction factors for direct solar radiation. F
dir

• has been taken

from Van der Bruggen. see reL[5.1'7].

In the case of window systems the calculation of reduction factors

due to shading incorporates the influence of window frames. The win

dow sill is often considerable in the case of small surfaces. In ta

ble 5.6 a survey is given. based on ref.[5.28].

Table 5.6. Surface share of the window sill (-)

Gross area (m2)
0.5 LO 2.0 3.0 4.0 8.0

wooden window 0.53 0.42 0.33 0.29 0.28 0.25
metal window 0.44 0.23 0.14 0.12 0.10 0.10

The irradiance of an external surface then is:

2
(Vim ) (5.31)



with: I
s

F
dir

I
B

F
dif

I
Da
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irradiance for solar radiation

reduction factor for direct solar radiation

irradiance due to direct solar radiation

reduction factor for diffuse radiation

irradiance due to diffuse solar radiation coming from

the atmosphere

irradiance due to diffuse solar radiation coming from

the ground

For opaque surfaces a part of this is absorbed and the rest is re

flected. The absorption is given by:

~ A.a.I
~ s

(W) (5.32)

with: a = absorptivity (-)

For transparant facade parts the solar irradiation is partly

transmitted. depending on the structure of the window system. The

structure of the window system can be influenced by the user in two

different ways. viz.:

1. by making a choice from 20 standard systems;

2. by composing the system itself with the help of 50 standard

layers.

A window system can contain of a maximum of 4 layers. possible

cavities excluded.

The strategy for the calculation of the transmission and absorptivity

of solar radiation in window systems has been to create a differen

tiation in type as large as possible. and a limitation of calculation

time without influencing the accuracy too much. The influence of a

window system on the transmission and absorption of solar radiation

depends on the spectral structure of the irradiation and the material

characteristics of the individual layers. The accuracy of the calcu

lation is limited by the solar radiation data used and the available

product information about all sorts of glass layers and shading devi-

ces.
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The weather data sets. used in KLI/wooN. contain hour average values

for solar radiation measured over the entire spectrum. The spectral

irradiance depends on the distance the sun rays have to cover through

the atmosphere.

The necessary material characteristics of glass are the index of re

fraction and the extinction coefficient. These data depend on the

wave length and are only available to some extent. especially for the

rarer kinds of glass.

Therefore we had to limit ourselves to the use of spectrum weighed

layer characteristics. A selection was made of normal glass. sun ab

sorbing and sun reflecting glass. combined with venetian blinds. rol

ler blinds. lace and ordinary blinds. For each type several variants

are available.

A window system consists out of one or more layers. Per layer a data

set has been created which contains:

- the transmissivity ~

- the absorptivity ae for irradiation on the exterior glass sur-

face;

- the absorptivity a
i

for irradiation on the interior glass sur

face;

- the reflectivity Pe for irradiation on the exterior glass sur
face;

- the reflectivity Pi for irradiation on the interior glass sur

face.

These data are available for diffuse as well as for direct radiation;

for direct radiaton a selection can be made from 6 standard angles of

incidence (0.15. 30. 45. 60 and 75°).

In figure 5.13 a two layer window system has been drawn.
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Figure 5.13. Window system

The transmission TR through the window system is:

or:

with: '[1 ''[2 transmissivity of the respective surfaces 1

and 2

Pe,2 reflectivity for the exterior of glass surface 2

Pi ,l reflectivity for the interior of glass surface 1

The absorption ABS in the first layer is:

(5.34)

with: a e ,l = absorptivity for the exterior of glass surface 1

a
i
,l = absorptivity for the interior of glass surface 1

The absorptivity in the second layer is:

(5.35)
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with: tt 2 = the absorptivity for the exterior of glass surface
e,

2

For window systems consisting of 3 or 4 layers the absorptivity and

transmission of the solar irradiation can be determined in a similar

way. This calculation is carried out for the 6 standard angles of in

cidence, introduced before. The results are stored in the memory. In

order to calculate the above quantities at the actual angle of inci

dence a linear interpolation of the above results is used taking the

two nearest angles of incidence.

A consequence of the application of moveable shading device layers,

such as sun shades and venetian blinds is, that there are various ex

ploitation possibilities per system. For all those variants the ab

sorptivity and transmissivity are calculated.

After that it is possible to determine the absorbed solar radiation

in the window system per layer i:

2
(W/m ) (5.36)

with: heat generated in layer i due to solar radiation

absorptivity for direct solar radiation at the actual

angle of incidence

= absorptivity for diffuse solar radiation

Similarly the radiation transmitted by the complete window system can

be calculated. A distinction has to be made between transmitted di

rect radiation and transmitted diffuse radiation. The distribution

of this transmitted radiation over the internal surfaces of the room

can be calculated in three different ways, as stated in table 5.1 be

low.
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Table 5.1. Distribution of transmitted solar radiation. through win
dows. etc.

option diffuse direct reflected diffuse
and direct

I equal to surface on the floor surface ratio
ratio

2 by view factors solar patch view factor
from the window from the window

3 by view factors solar patch total view factor
from the window from the window

In the case of options I and 2 only one reflection is accounted for.

In a formula this can be presented as follows for a surface n

exposed to solar radiation transmitted through a given window:

~ i = A .tt .[INI .TR +INI .TR]s.n n n D.n D B.n B

(5.31)

with: ~
sLn

Pk
INI .INI

B D

= the absorbed direct and diffuse solar radia

tion for an internal surface n

the reflectivity of surface k

initial direct and diffuse irradiance as a

result of the window

transmitted direct and diffuse radiation res

pectively

= the share of the radiation reflected diffusely

by the surface k. which impinges on surface n

*The calculation of Vk is identical to that of Vk in the case.n .n
of thermal radiation. so that the emission £ is replaced by the

reflectivity l-p. The influence of the distribution of solar irra

diation over the internal surfaces of a room. will be sUbject of dis

cussion in chapter 1 'on the influence of several parameters'.
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6. THE KLI/WOON COMPUTER MODEL

6.1. Objective

Within the framework of this research, we needed a computermodel that

could give a reliable insight into the influence of the architectural

and equipment design, on the dynamic thermal balance and the indoor

climate of a house. With this model a house, consisting of several

rooms, can be tested on equipment capacity, energy consumption and

indoor climate control. Apart from this functional demand, it was re

garded to be necessary to gain a maximum flexibility, not only as far

as input and output were concerned, but also regarding calculation

features.

The latter refers for instance to the possibility to make convective

and radiative heat transfer coefficients dependent on the temperatu

res of the corresponding surfaces, or to the possibility to use dif

ferent time-steps during a calculation-run.

This explains the preference for the finite difference method, i.e. a

numerical solution, to a response function method. Clarke gives in

ref.[6.1] a good description of the pros and cons of various so

lution methods.

OUr research is a continuation of the research of Van der Bruggen,

ref .[6.2]. The computer programme KLI/GEBOUW, described by him,

has been used as a starting point for the development of KLl/wooN.

Resemblances between KLl/wOON and KLI/GEBOUW are visible in the cal

culation methodology (finite difference, Crank-Nicolson discretiza

tion) and in the architecture of input (place and size of construc

tion elements). Because of features concerning geometrical input,

equipment and calculation options, KLl/WOON can be regarded as an ex

ponent of a new generation of building energy simulation programmes.

The computer programme is available on a Burroughs main frame, and

has different modules. Flexibility as far as input is concerned, has

induced the use of a number of databases, consisting of a.o. con

struction data. Because of this, it is also possible to use the pro-
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gramme in early stages of the design process; stages in which there

are uncertainties regarding for instance the geometry of the build

ing, or the thermal properties of the building materials. Moreover,

all default values of the important variables that can not be influ

enced by direct input, can be changed by modifying the datafile,

which contains these quantities. The advantage of this will be dis

cussed in chapter 1 (on the effect of several parameters).

The calculation of the thermal balance of a building is performed by

composing the thermal balance per room (zone). This is done by pla

cing 'nodes' at many points of interest, performing a heat balance

between the interacting regions (over space and time dimensions) and

then simultaneously solving the resulting set of equations at each

timestep. In appendix A the modelling technique used, is presented.

The development of such large computer programmes is accompanied by a

conflict between their reliability and scientific value on one hand,

and the efficiency and acceptability in practice on the other hand.

Especially as far as the input is concerned, it is important that

such a programme can be used by non-experts.

Within a room a distinction is made in the heat and mass transfer as

shown in figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1. Heat and mass transfer in a room.

1 conduction through a construction element
2 convective heat transfer from the outside of a construction

element to the outdoor air
3 (long wave) radiative heat transfer from the outside of an

element to the surrounding site and the sky vault
4 absorbed solar radiation at the outside of an element
5 convective heat transfer from the enclosure to the indoor

air
6 (long wave) radiative heat transfer between the construction

elements of the enclosure
1 absorption of solar radiation. penetrated through windows
8 ventilation (infiltration and mechanical ventilation)
9 cavity ventilation

10 convective heat transfer from a heating element to the in
door air

11 ~ radiative heat transfer from a heating element to the con
struction elements of the enclosure

12 heat transfer to the indoor air originating from the casual
sources

13 radiative heat transfer from the casual sources to the con
struction elements of the enclosure
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6.2. Structure

The complete system consists of seven modules. a main programme and

six libraries. see figure 6.2.

I KLI!WOON
I I I1 I

READING

lGEOMETRY I
I

1 REMAIN-INPUT I
I

'IL INITIALISATION

I CALCULUSI

I
OUTPUT IL

Figure 6.2. Modular lay-out

Communication with the libraries takes place by means of variables.

The library 'READING' contains a number of utilities. The libraries

'GEOMETRY'. 'REMAIN-INPUT' and "INITIALISATION' are requested only

once per calculation. That is why each of these libraries contains

one umbrella procedure. The advantage of this is. that communication

can take place between the various programme parts. by means of data

files. These libraries can also easily be used separately. The libra

ry CALCULUS contains the procedures with the actual calculations. Fi

nally. in the library OUTPUT procedures are available to obtain gra

phical or numerical output. A summary of these cornerstones of the

model will now be discussed.
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Figure 6.3 shows. in general. the usage of the various blocks.

Figure 6.3. Flow chart of library usage.
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The library 'READING' is used in the reading and storing stage of the

user dependent input. When defining the building. one can use either

a question/answer game. with or without explanation. or a datafile

prepared earlier on. The answers are checked: whether or not enough

values have been put in. whether or not the answers are of the cor

rect type (integer. real. boolean) and whether or not these answers

are plausible. Together with the questions. the correct answers are

stored in a datafile. which can be entitled by the user. This file is

suited for renewed use.

From the library 'CALCULUS' a large amount of procedures are reques

ted. They are executed per day. per hour and/or per room. depending

on the application of the specific programme parts. The flow diagram

of fig.6.4 shows the call of the respective procedures. The physical

content of these procedures was already explained in chapter 5.

Appendix A gives more details about the mathematical model and the

modelling technique used.
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I

I day cycle I

I
( DAY )

I
I hour-cycle I

I
( HOUR )

I
( OPTICS )

I
~ullding cycle

I
( VENTILATION )

I
I zone-cycle

I
( BOUNDARIES )

I
( ZONE )

I
I iter cycle

I
( AIR BALANCE )

I
I iter-cycle
I I

C OPTIMAL

I
( DESIGN OUTPUT

I
I hour-cycle
I I I

( ENERGY OUTPUT )

I
I day-:-cycle

I

Figure 6.4. The usage of subroutines during the day-cycle.
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A brief explanation of some procedures is given here:

day: determines the month and day number;

hour: determines the time and reads the weather data from a

datafile;

optics: calculates for the internal surfaces within each zone.

the radiative heat transfer. caused by the insolation

and the casual heat sources;

ventilation: calculates the ventilation in a building as a result of

wind pressure. and the temperature driven buoyancy ef

fects and mechanical ventilation;

boundary: calculates. for each construction element in a room. the

interior and exterior boundary conditions. as well as

the boundary conditions in a cavity;

zone: the main procedure. that simulates the heat and mass

transfer in a room;

air balance: calculates the temperatures of air flows. in the case of

recirculation and heat regain;

optimal: calculates the optimal start time for the equipment af

ter an operation period with reduced indoor temperatu

res.

6.3. Input

The library 'GEOMETRY' determines the geometry of the building to be

simulated. A building is composed of one or more rooms. The input of

the geometry of a building may occur in three ways. which differ in

the limitations of the ground plan of each room involved: 1. rectan

gular ground plan and a maximum of two adjacent rooms per orienta

tion; 2. rectangular ground plan; 3. no limitations.

Method 1 is the most user-friendly option and will be discussed more

in detail now. The input is restricted to deciding the place of the

vertices of the rooms. If the building consists of several floors. at

first the plan of the ground floor is copied. By means of adding and

removing inner walls and removing rooms. a new plan can be made quite

easily (see fig.6.5).
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Figure 6.5. Build-up of geometrical input.

A restriction in that case is that all rooms should have rectangular

plans. on the top floor. slanting roofs can be incorporated.

The administration of geometric data is a specific problem. For this.

two methods have been examined:

1. Define the coordinates of the vertices per rectangular room. e.g.

bottom left and top right. When doing this. one should keep an eye

on the wall construction dimensions. This implies that first the

user has to make a schematical plan in which the thickness of the

construction elements is in fact neglected. Moreover this plan

should be provided with a coordinate system.

2. Indicate width and depth per room. and establish a certain wall

numbering. Each construction element of a room is given a number

following a prescribed code. starting from the bottom left vertix

of the ground plan of each room (l=front wall; 2=right wall; 3=

rear wall; 4=left wall; 5=floor; 6=ceiling). For sub-surfaces the

number 6 is added to the ~umber of the main surface e.q. sub-sur

faces 7 and 13 are a part of the front wall. Thus a wall between

two rooms gets different numbers for each room.
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Preference is given to the second method. because here a design can

be defined with the help of the usual architectural descriptions of

proportions and relations between rooms. without intermediate steps.

A disadvantage is the restriction in the bUilding geometry to be

defined to rectangular rooms. For the present study. however. this is

immaterial.

A room is bounded by a number of walls (construction elements); per

wall the following data are necessary:

- the proportions (width. depth and height);

- the exterior boundary conditions. fixed by the number x of the ad-

joining room (here x is the number of the adjacent room):

o < x < 30 inner wall

x = 30 external wall

x = 31 'outside inner wall'. i.e. the exterior boundary of the

wall adjoins an identical room

- the tilt angle and azimuth.

As has already been said. the experienced user can skip the above me

thod and put in the relevant data per wall directly.

In the library 'REMAIN-INPUT'. the (physical) properties of the buil

ding and the equipment. and the inhabitants' features are stored.

To that end. a.o. the following input is required:

* The material properties of the construction elements. Four diffe

rent element types are distinguished: external walls. ground

floors. inner walls and window systems. For the definition of an

element one can use either standard constructions. or standard lay

ers or a completely self composed input. There are various possibi

lities for the ventilation of the cavities. E.g. by means of a ca

vity air flow can take place between adjoining rooms. There is

great variety available in window systems (sun absorbing. sun re

flecting. with shutters and curtains) and in blind/shutter control

criteria (either direct. or direct plus diffuse solar irradiation.

or indoor temperature. or time schedule).
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* The location of element types in the building. For unsymmetric ele

ment types. the layer sequence can be reversed. by adding in the

input a '-'sign to the element type. In the case of window systems.

the surface ratio of the sill is requested.

* Bither the infiltration rate. or the building properties that de

termine the natural ventilation (cracks. ventilation ducts. pressu

re distribution around the building).

* Shadinq. resulting from surrounding site obstructions. The geometry

of facade obstructions due to the building itself has already been

deduced in the library 'GEOMETRY'.

* The equipment: a choice is possible between an air. radiator. wall

and local heating system. Moreover it is always possible to apply a

balanced ventilation with heat regain.

* The temperature control schedule. for which the following options

are available:

- the reference temperature. using either the air temperature. or

the reSUlting temperature or a combination of enclosure tempera

tures;

- control per room or centralised control;

- calculation of the optimum start time after an operation period

with reduced indoor temperatuur.

The library 'INITIALISATION' determines a number of constants. which

are necessary for the calculation. A number of variables deduced from

the input is calculated. such as:

- the absorption and transmission of solar radiation. the heat trans

fer coefficients for the window systems;

- the number of place steps for the layers of each construction ele

ment;

- the physical properties of the element types are linked to the pro

per walls of the building (denomation of the walls of the building

by the element types of the data base);

- the calculation of the view factors for thermal radiation;

- the influence of shading on diffuse solar irradiation for each

wall.
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The user can choose from the following possibilities:

- the calculation of shading factors by direct solar radiation:

either per day, or once a month for an average day;

- the distribution of the transmitted direct solar radiation through

the windows: either on the floor, or by means of 'insolation patch

movement' across the internal surfaces;

- the distribution of the transmitted diffuse solar radiation through

the windows: either by means of the surface ratio approximation, or

by means of geometric exchange factors from the window to the in

ternal surfaces;

- the thermal radiation exchange in a zone: either surface ratio ap

proximation, or geometric factors, or exchange factors including

reflection.

The following variables can easily be changed:

- constants for the calculation of the convective heat transfer coef

ficient and its minimum value;

- the convective part of the casual heat sources and of the penetra-

ted solar radiation;

- thermal stratification;

- influence furnishing;

- soil temperature;

- weather data;

- minimal amount of place steps per layer;

- minimal time step.
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7. ON THE INFLUENCE OF SEVERAL PARAME"rERS

1.1 General

In the computer model KL/wooN various simplifications and assumptions

are hidden. In such a computer model it is not obvious how these ap

proximations influence the calculated results. In this chapter we in

vestigate this sensitivity by using physically more accurate calcula

tions or by using different assumptions. The parameters are listed

below. It must be regarded as a list of examples that does not pre

tend to be complete:

1. ~i!!!PliIi£.aliQn2ma!!e_fQr_r~dycliQn_oI£.alcyl~tlon lime:

* simulation start-up period;

* place discretisation;

* surface partitioning.

2. ~s2U!!!PliQn2 ma!!e_fQr_cQlll2l~x....phY2i£.alp'rQc~s2e2:

* thermal radiation;

* solar radiation;

* thermal stratification of air;

* convective heat transfer coefficients.

3. !n~c£.u!.a£y_oI lnp.ul:

* furnishing;

* frame sill ratio;

* occupant behaviour;

* thermal conductivity of insulation material.

In the calculations. the influence of each parameter has been calcu

lated separately; in other words. no attention has been paid to com

bined influences. The results are valid for the reference residence

and show only a trend for the parameter in question. of course there

may be combinations of building design. equipment choice and occupan

ce which have a greater effect on certain parameters than the combi

nations chosen.
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Two situations have been considered:

1. A winter day with an average outdoor temperature (81) of -SoC.
e

Here the so-called heat load was calculated i.e. the heat input of

the equipment into the room, necessary to realize a thermally com

fortable indoor climate. This quantity does not take into account

the efficiency of the boiler. The heating system is an air heating

system with an unconstrained capacity.

2. A summer day with e- 23°C. Here the operative temperature
e

a was calculated as a standard for the indoor climate.
o

The temperature a is calculated. accordingly to 54.1.1. as the
o

average of the mean radiant temperature a and the air tempe
mrt

rature a . However. a is a function of the location in a
a mrt

room and often the reference point involved is not known. We approxi-

mated the average value of a by weighing the enclosure tempe-
mrt

ratures according to the surface ratio of each individual surface:

a
mrt

In both cases. the sky was taken as unclouded and the calculations

were performed for S consecutive days with the same outdoor climate.

The residence used in these calculations was a reference residence of

the garden-room type, see ref.[1.1]. with a south facing living

room.

Fig.1.l shows the floor plan and the facades. Table 1.1 contains a

number of physical characteristics of this residence, concerning the

heat loss calculation. The structure is made of cast concrete.
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Table 7.1. Characteristics of the reference residence

!

construction element surface are heat transfer t* (l-p)*
(m2) coefficient

(w/(m2.K»

facade 41.5 0.68 0.9 0.6
roof 56.2 0.68 0.9 0.65
floor 48.3 0.68 0.9 0.6
single glazing 9.0 5.7 0.9 0.9
double glazing 9.2 3.2 0.9 0.9

* the emissivity for themal radiation (t) and the reflectivity
for solar radiation p refer to the internal surface including
finishes.

front

I
I F
I

back

ground floor

I cl I

first floor

Figure 7.1. Reference residence used. ref.[7.1]
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1.2. Simplifications made for reduction of calculation time

1.2.1. Simulation start-up period

The start-up period will be defined as the time required to eliminate

the effects of the initial conditions up to a chosen absolute diver

gence. The influence of the start-up period is shown in the figures

1.2 and 1.3; the winter and the summer conditions respectively. For

the summer condition we used measured weather data to show the effect

of varying weather. The first two days of the simulations are not

shown. because there were clear deviations.

As far as the initial nodal temperatures are concerned. two situa

tions have been examined viz. either 20 G e as initial temperature or

beginning with a stationary heat balance. Figure 1.2 shows that a

stationary calculation in the winter period results in initial condi

tions that correspond better with reality. and this shortens the

start-up period. The start-up period here is 3 days. However. in the

summer condition the stationary heat balance does not improve the

start-up period. In fact both methods show a necessary start-up pe

riod of at least 1 days.

£o!lclu§.iQn§.:

It is hard to give clear rules for the start-up period. In all other

calculations we used a start-up period of 1 days in summer and 3 days

in winter conditions.

In general the start-up period can be reduced by making use of the

results of a stationary calculated heat balance with an average out

door climate for the period considered.

The start-up period was not shortened by means of using either small

er time steps or smaller place steps.

Start-up period less than 3 days seems to be unsufficient.

Further research into this is necessary. especially as far as the

summer period is concerned.
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1.2.2. Place discretisation

In 55.2 the taxonomy in the case of place discretisation was discuss

ed rather extensively: a distinction was made between two aspects:

1. solving the Fourier equation inside a homogeneous layer:

2. solving the Fourier equation for the boundary of a homogeneous

layer.

For practical reasons here we only will discuss the first aspect. In

fig.l.4 the heat load is shown as a function of ttme with the num

ber of place steps per layer as a parameter. In contrast to §5.2 now

this number is constant, viz. 2 and 5 respectively. The effect of

place discretisation is hardly discernible. There is only a differen

ce at the very first hour after the night set back in temperature,

i.e. 60 W (~ 3\), see fig.l.5.

The results for the influence of the number of place steps on the

indoor operative temperature during summer conditions did not show

any difference at all. Also in the case of winter conditions and

controlled air temperature, the difference between the calculated

heat loads diminishes.

~onclu~iQn:

Place discretisation becomes tmportant if there are sudden changes

in the parameters of the heat and mass balance.

With these constructions and ttme step two layers seem to be

accurate enough.
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1.2.3. Surface partitioning

Usually we want to reduce the number of surfaces in a room to save

computing time. To show the effect we performed some calculations

with 26 additional subsurfaces. The results are shown in the figures

1.6 and 1.1. Fig.l.l shows the isotherm lines.

The influence of surface partitioning on the heat load is maximal 8%.

The influence of surface partitioning on the operative temperature

close to construction elements gives a maximal difference of O.2°C.

This is shwon in fig.l.8.
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1.3. Assumptions made for complex physical processes

1.3.1. Thermal radiation

A number of alternatives for the calculation of the heat transfer by

thermal radiation are given in table 1.2.

Table 1.2. Options in thermal radiation calculation

options

1
2
3

4

radiant heat exchange

by surface area ratio
based on direct exchange
based on direct and in
direct exchange
see option 3

radiative heat trans
fer coefficient

5.1
5.1

5.1
function of absolute
temperature and emis
sivity

The influence of these options on the heat load is shown in the figu

res 1.9 and 1.10. It is clear that this influence is small (roughly

3\). It appeared that this difference was reduced if the heating sys

tem control was based on the air temperature instead of the operative

temperature.

£onclu§.iQn:

Hardly any difference between a calculation based on direct exchan

ge and a calculation. based on direct and indirect exchange.
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7.3.2. Solar radiation

The possibilities for the distribution of transmitted solar radia

tion. which are described in §5.4.3. are summarized in table 7.3.

Table 7.3. Options for distribution of transmitted solar radiation

option diffuse direct reflected diffuse
and direct

1 equal to surface on the floor surface ratio
ratio

2 by view factors solar patch from
from the window the window view factor

3 by view factors solar patch from
from the window the window total view factor

The calculations presented in this chapter are based on the assump

tion that 10\ of the transmitted solar radiation will be released

convectively. Fig.7.11 shows the influence of these options on the

heat load. Fig.7.12 shows the influence of these options on the

indoor operative temperature. The difference is smaller than 0.5°C.
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1.3.3. Thermal stratification of air

In KLI/wOON stratification is defined as the difference between the

air temperature close to the ceiling and that close to the floor.

Fig.1.l3 and fig.1.l4 show the influence of stratification on the

heat load. The difference is in general less than 4\.

1.3.4. convective heat transfer coefficients

In §5.3 a literature study has been made of the convective heat

transfer coefficients (he) in naturally ventilated rooms. It appeared

that the formula given by Kollmar always result in the highest value

of he; the formula developed by Imura et al. often result in the

lowest values. Using these two sources and a constant he-value of 2.6
2

w/(m .K) a number of calculations have been performed.

The results are shown in the figures 1.15 and 1.16.

The reference situation has been calculated with the formula of
2

Imura. but with a minimal value of 1.5 W/(m .K).

The higher he-value in Kollmar shows a smaller difference between the

operative temperature (8 ) and the air temperature (8 ).
o a

The heat load increases therefore considerably (roughly 10\) and the

indoor temperature drops in summer (roughly 5°C).

In an earlier study we investigated the energy consumption for heat

ing and cooling. in an office room equiped with double glazing and

indoor sun shading. see ref.[1.2]. In that case the energy con

sumption for cooling deviated 20\ and the energy consumption for

heating deviated 10\ as a consequence of the differences in the con

vective heat transfer coefficients of the window system as stated in

the literature.
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7.4. Inaccuracy of input

7.4.1. Furnishing

As far as furnishing is concerned two parameters are important. viz.:

- the surface area;

- the heat capacity.

In KLI/WOON the surface area is expressed as a fraction (= fr) of the

floor area and the heat capacity as a multiple of the heat capacity

of the air in the room (= am). The value of fr also determines the

fraction of the transmitted solar radiation released convectively.

The influences of fr and am are discussed separately.

Fig.7.17 shows that the additional heat capacity due to furnishing

only gives an increase of the heat load immediately after the night

set back. The influence of the surface area is however more pronoun

ced. see fig.7.18. and results in a maximal deviation of ~ 200 w.
The figures 7.19 and 7.20 show the summer condition. again the

influence of the surface area is more pronounced.

In KLI/WOON the assumption is made that the furnishing has a surface

temperature equal to the air temperature i.e. there only will be

heat exchange between the furnishing and the enclosure by thermal

radiation. This temperature difference decreases if the average heat

transfer coefficient for convection increases. To show this effect

we overruled the default convective heat transfer coefficients by a
2

constant value of 2.6 w/(m .K). This is in accordance with the

Dutch Standard HEN 1068. The influence is shown in fig.7.21.

This enlargement of hc reduces the effect of furnishing with more

than 10\.

~onclu§.iQn:

The way furnishing is incorporated in the computer model is rather

sensitive for hc.
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7.4.2. Frame sill ratio

The frame sill ratio for the reference residence is 0.3. Fig.7.22

shows the operative temperature if this sill ratio has been omitted.

The difference underlines the necessity to take this 'shading device'

into account.
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1.4.3. Occupants

It is a fact that the occupants have a large influence on the mass

and heat transfer in a residence. The effect of the occupants on the

mass and heat transfer in a residence can be expressed in terms of

infiltration rate (ventilation rate divided by the volume of the

room), casual heat sources and indoor temperatures. In ref.[1.3]

this influence has been quantified for 3 categories of occupant beha
+

viour resulting in lower (E ). normal (N) or higher (E ) energy

consumption; see table 1.3.

Table 1.3. Influence of the occupants

E- N E+

infiltration rate (h- l ):
.living room/kitchen 0.2 0.4 0.6
. bedrooms 0.2 0.4 0.6
. attic 0.1 0.2 0.3

casual heat sources
(w/m2 floor area) : 1.5 5.1 3.9

minimal operative tem-
perature SO (OC):
.living room/kitchen 19 20 21
•bedrooms 14 16 18
.attic 14 16 18
.night set back 16 16 16

Fig.1.23 shows the influence of these 3 categories on the energy

consumption. The large differences are pronounced.
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7.4.4. Thermal conductivity of insulation material

Table 7.4 shows a summary of differences in the thermal conductivity

(~) in insulation materials. as found in the literature.

Table 7.4. Thermal conductivity of insulation materials

polyurethane polystyrene mineral fibres foam glass

NEN 1068 0.035 0.035 0.040 0.045
NBN B62 0.032 0.027 0.032/0.037 0.045/0.048
DIN 52612 0.030 0.033 0.040 0.053
SBR-9 0.021/0.035 0.035 0.041 0.050/0.060
BOA 0.029 0.042 0.042 0.047
producer 0.026 0.028/0.035 0.034/0.040 0.046

NEN = Dutch Standard
NBN = Belgian Standard
DIN = German Standard
producer = KOMO certificate

SBR. see ref .[7.4]
BOA. see ref.[7.5]

In the case of the reference residence a calculation has been made

too. with a ~-value of the insulation material. that is 20~ small

er. The result is shown in fig.7.24. The difference in heat load is

roughly 2~.

7.5. Conclusions

It is obvious that approximations in a computer model influence the

accuracy of the calculated results. It is however difficult to esti

mate the impact of these influences on forehand. It was demonstrated

that with a flexible computer model like KLI/WOON it is possible to

deduce the influence of separate approximations related to for in

stance reduction of calculation time. complex physical processes and

input parameters. It was shown that length of the simulation start-up

period. convective heat transfer coefficients. furnishing. frame sill
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ratio and occupant behaviour must be considered carefully. In general

the calculated temperatures are more affected by the approximations

than the calculated heat loads.
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8. HEATING SYSTEM AND BUILDING DESIGN

8.1. General

With the help of the computer model KLI/wOON, it is possible to eva

luate all sorts of combinations of residences and heating systems in

terms of energy consumption. equipment capacity and indoor tempera

ture. In this chapter for two of these examples a study is made in

this respect. Calculating various variables and deducing from them

simple design aids is a study in itself; it has been left outside the

scope of the present research.

8.2. Optimal start control versus additional boiler capacity

~efi!!i!iQn_of !h~ prQblem

The capacity of a heating system is determined by the calculation of

the heat loss. The method used in the Netherlands for this purpose is

described in ISSQ-report 4. ref.[8.2], and is derived from the

DIN 4701-1959. In these calculations the heat losses by transmission

and ventilation under extreme circumstances are determined and after

wards raised with surcharge factors for orientation and the firing up

of the boiler after a period with a reduced temperature at night. The

latter factor is relative, and therefore expressed in percentages.

This means that with the increase of the thermal quality of a build

ing the absolute size of the overcapacity of the boiler will decrease

whilst the capacity necessary to raise the indoor temperature by e.g.

1°C, remains the same. However, is it wise to instal extra capacity?

Alternatives are:

1. do not reduce the indoor temperature during extreme cold nights;

2. install an optimal start control, which depending on the available

capacity and the indoor and outdoor temperature at the moment, de

termines the length of the firing up period.
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In this matter a number of aspects playa part. viz. the consequences

for the energy consumption. the acceptance by the occupants and the

costs. A limitation of the capacity of the heating system to be in

stalled causes a reduction of costs (e.g. air heating). We shall li

mit ourselves to a discussion of the consequences for the energy con

sumption. occupants' acceptance and financial consequences will not

be discussed.

Options 1 and 2 are in fact identical. the occupant's role in option

1 is taken over by an advanced type of thermostat in option 2. Option

2 will now be worked out more in detail and this will be done for the

reference residence shown in fig.8.1. When discussing the results we

will restrict ourselves to the living room. The characteristic data

for the transmission losses are shown in table 8.1. Two insulation

levels have been taken into account. viz.A and B.

Table 8.1. Characteristics of the reference residence

construction element surface area heat transfer coefficient
level A level B

(m2) (w/(m2.K»

facade 41,5 0.68 0.43
roof 56.2 0.68 0.43
floor 48.3 0.15 0.43
single glazing 8.1 5.1 5.1
double glazing 9.6 3.2 3.2

The occupants' influence on the indoor temperature. ventilation and

casual heat sources are kept conform the category 'normal'. introdu

ced in §1.4.3. Table 8.2 gives a survey of the calculated variations.
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Table 8.2. A survey of the calculated variations

constructional method insulation level
A B

wooden frame radiator

traditional (concrete
floors and brickwork)

air heat-
ing I radiator
radiator

cast concrete radiator

For a constant outdoor air temperature of -lOoC we calculated:

- <I>
st the heat losses due to transmission and ventilation acc-

- <I> •
dyn'

ording to 1550-4 without surcharge factors

the heat capacity needed for a one hour firing up period

after a night reduction.

Consequently for an average winter day and for a whole period in the

heating season research was done to find out for which capacity the

energy consumption was minimal. The boiler efficiency has been taken

into account according to fig.8.2.
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Figure 8.2. The efficiency curve of the boiler.
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Starting with the presence of an optimal start time controller. the

boiler capacity has been changes stepwise in the calculation.

The heating system is indoor air temperature controlled by a thermos

tat in the living room. Fig.8.3 shows a frequency spectrum of the

time on which the desired indoor air temperature was achieved in case

of a calculation for the month of February of the THE reference year.

This reference year is taken from ref.[8.3]. Fig.8.4 shows the

influence of various boiler capacities on the length of the firing

up period.
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From the figures 8.3 and 8.4 it is clear that the simulation of the

optimal start control as performed by the computer model functions

properly. In fig.8.5 a presentation of the calculated energy consump

tion is made. and shows:

- the energy consumption for the firing up period;

- the energy consumption during the rest of the day;

- the total energy consumption.

Fig.8.5 refers to the extra insulated residence with a structure of

brickwork and concrete and equiped with raditor heating. for the

month of February of the THE-reference year.
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Figure.8.5. Energy consumption as a function of the boiler ca
pacity
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From this figure it is clear that with a boiler capacity ~ of
opt

3 kW the lowest energy consumption is reached. The surcharge factor

for ~st is in that case 0.8 kW (= 36'). The calculated

variations are shown in table 8.3; the optimal boiler capacity has

been calculated with an outdoor temperature e of 6°C.
e

Table 8.3. Survey of the calculated variations

insulation type of heating ~st ~dyn ~opt energy
level building system (kW) (kW) (kW) saving

(kWh) (,)

A brick air 2.5 3.4 2.5 3.0 10
A brick radiator 2.5 12.1 2.5 6.8 16
B brick radiator 2.2 12.6 2.2 1.6 19
B wooden

frame radiator 2.2 13.0 2.5 5.1 16
B concrete radiator 2.2 10.3 2.2 5.1 20

From table 8.3 it appears that using such an optimiser leads to ener

gy saving. This saving is considerable. relatively speaking. Based on

the control of the heating system by air temperature. the following

tendencies can be noted:

- the biggest saving takes place in the case of radiator heating;

- the more solid the type of building. the bigger the saving.

8.3. The choice of a heating system

Until recently all heating systems in newly built houses were of the

radiator type. The improvement of the thermal quality in house build

ing nowadays makes it also possible to apply air heating. Local heat

ing also draws a large amount of interest.

In the following paragraph the influence of the heating system is

worked out for one type of house. viz. the WEB-house. built in the

Energy Experiment Park in Hoofddorp. the Netherlands. In table 8.4 a

number of characteristics of this type of house are given. The

groundplans and the facade designs are shown in fig.8.6. Also in this

case two levels (A and B) of thermal quality have been used.
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Table 8.4. Thermal quality of the test residences

surface area
(m2) A B

heat transfer coef-
ficient (w/(m2.K»
-facade 41 3 3
-glazing 15 double triple
-roof 62 3 3
-floor 48 3 3
infiltration (h- l ) 1 0.5

Two situations were performed:

1. an average winter day; the average outdoor temperature a is 6°C;
e

2. a cold winter day; a is -8.1 oC
e

The size of the heating system is determined by means of a calculat

ing method. described in 1550 4. see ref.[8.2]. As an index for

comfort the operative temperature is used. calculated with the sur

face ratio and the inside surface temperature of the construction

elements of the enclosure.

The calculations in this chapter are performed with an influence viz.

the occupants's values stated in category N.
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Figure 8.6. The WEB-reference house

In fig.8.? isotherms have been drawn for the living room at a height

of 0.6 m in case of radiator heating. It proves that in the occupied

zone. as defined in §4.1.2. quite a large area has an operative tem

perature of 19.5 up to 20°C. This area is hardly influenced by the

outdoor climate.

In fig.8.8 the same isotherms are drawn in a situation in which the

house is heated by air. Also in that case. in the occupied zone.

there is an area in which the operative temperature lies between 19.5

and 20°C. This area is smaller than with radiator heating and is

hardly influenced by the outdoor climate.
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From the figures 8.7 and 8.8 it appears that the calculation of the

operative temperature with the surface ratio method does not entirely

meet the demands.

In fig.8.9 a diagram of the air temperature (8 ) and the con
a

trolled operative temperature (8 ) is given in the middle of a
o

living room in the case of radiator heating. It is remarkable to see

that during the night reduction the air temperature 8 is lower
a

than the mean radiant temperature 8
mrt

In fig.8.10 the same diagrams are given in the case of air heating

and these also show the same tendency. The mean radiant temperature

in the middle of the room in this case is still lower than the air

temperature.
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These figures show that:

- both heating systems can provide in a uniform and comfortable in

door climate;

- it is better to choose the place of the thermostat. depending on

the heating system.

8.4. General conclusion

The two examples. discussed above. show some applications of the com

puter model. The main benefit of the developed model is that know

ledge can be augumented about the interaction between the architec

tural design of a residence and the choice of the heating and venti

lating equipment. This knowledge can be applied to reduce the energy

consumption for heating and to create a comfortable indoor climate.
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1. Introduction

This appendix focusses on a mathematical model which solves the heat

and mass transfer in a building. The objective is the treatment of

the modelling technique used; the emphasis will not lie on the actual

choice of the diverse variables.

The solution of the transient thermal behaviour of a building is

achieved by a sequential calculation of the heat and mass transfer in

the separate zones and the interaction between these zones. The ther

mophysical properties of the zones. the equipment. the outdoor cli

mate and the influence of the users govern this heat balance. which

can be divided into a heat balance for the indoor air and one for

each construction element. see figure A.l.

A zone is defined as a room or a collection of adjoining rooms in a

building in which the comfort conditions can be assumed to be uniform

to an adequate approximation. A zone is confined by construction ele

ments. These are either mUlti-layered opaque constructions or a win

dow system. both may include possible cavities and a heating element.

for instance a radiator.
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Figure A.l. Heat and mass transfer in a zone
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For a zone with a homogeneous air temperature the balance of the in

door air is:

dQcap/dt

where: dQcap/dt

M

<1>cav.
~

<1>cvi

<1>vent

<1>g
a

<1>p
a

M
E (<1>cav

i
+<1>cv

i
)+<1>vent+<1>g +<1>p (w)

i=l a a

the accumulation of heat in the indoor air

number of construction elements

= heat transfer to the indoor air by air flow

through the cavities of construction element i

= convective heat transfer to the indoor air from

the inner surface of construction element i

heat transfer to the indoor air by ventilation

heat transfer to the indoor air originating

from casual sources and solar radiation

= heat input from an air heating system

(A.I)

The construction elements define the enclosure. The heat transfer at

the inner surface of construction element i is given by:

(A.2)

where: <1>cd = heat transfer to the inner surface of construction

element i by transmission. inclusive the influence of an

element of the heating equipment within construction

element i

<1>g = radiative heat flow rate to the inner surface of con

struction element i from casual sources and insolation

(impinging solar radiation)

<1>r = radiative heat transfer from the other construction

elements of the zone to the inner surface of construc

tion element i

In the computer model KLI/wooN the equations (A.l) and (A.2) are sol

ved with a finite difference technique. This technique is often used

to calculate the transient thermal behaviour of a building. see for
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instance ref.[A.I] and [A.2]. and subdivides the building for

modelling into a number of discrete regions.

Each region is represented by a node. The subdivision criterion will

depend on the expected variations of thermophysical properties and

heat flows. There are three main classifications of node types:

- nodes at which the transient conduction and storage within the con

struction elements are considered;

- nodes at which convection. radiation and conduction transfer at

surface layers of the innerside. the outerside and air gaps in the

construction elements are considered;

- nodes at which the heat balance of the enclosed air volume is con-

sidered.

The number of nodes used must on the one hand be large enough to

achieve a sufficient level of accuracy. but on the other hand be

small enough to avoid excessive computational effort.

Finite difference equations represent the heat exchange between any

node and all other nodes which are in thermal contact.

In the following chapters the heat transfer equations and their dis

cretisation will be discussed in detail. The discussion starts with a

homogeneous layer and ends with the complex interaction between the

equipment and the building in a multi-zone configuration.

For each construction element in the zone the equations. with the ex

ception of the radiative and convective heat transfer at the inner

surface. are combined into a matrix set. The matrix with the proper

ties of the construction elements has a tridiagonal structure~nd can

therefore easily be reduced with Gaussian elimination (see 52). Com

bination of the resulting equations of all the construction elements

in the zone with the balance equation of the enclosure. results ina

set of equations with as unknown variables:

- the heating or cooling requirement;

- the indoor air temperature;

- the interior wall surface temperature of all the construction ele-

ments in the zone.
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This set of equations is solved by using the Crout method (see 53).

Substitution of the temperatures of the enclosure. in this way calcu

lated. in the set of equations of each construction element. finally

results in the temperatures of all the nodes. This method of solution

is used for each zone in a building. The mutual interaction between

the zones as well as the influence of the equipment can lead to inac

curacy of the results. An iteration cycle limits the divergence (see

§4).

The influence of the equipment is mainly restricted to the direct in

fluence in a zone by an air handling system or a radiator heating or

wall heating system. Dynamic system simulation is a rather new deve

lopment. National [A.4] and international [A.5] exercises are

under way which may lead to standards for simulating. dynamically. a

network of connected equipment and building components. Until then.

the influence of the heating system on the transient thermal beha

viour of a building will be simulated sufficiently accurately by the

computer model KLI/WOON.

In this appendix only one level of subscripts will be introduced. for

the sake of clarity. Subscripts will also be omitted if there is no

risk of misunderstanding.
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2. Heat transfer in a construction element

2.1. Homogeneous element

A homogeneous element consists of (a) homogeneous layer(s). The tran

sient heat conduction in such an element is determined by the heat

flow within each layer and the heat flow at the (internal) bounda

ries.

2.1.1. Homogeneous layer

)x

Figure A.2. Homogeneous layer

The transient heat conduction and storage is described by the Fourier

equation.

a0(X,t)
p.c. at A aZ 0(x,t) + sex t)

axz ,

where: p

c

3density of region j (kg/m )

specific heat of region j at constant pressure

(J/(kg.K»

temperature at place x and time t (Oe)

= thermal conductivity of region j (W/(m.K»

the heat generation within region j per unit vol-
. 3

ume at place x and time t (W/m )
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The heat generation term allows the direct nodal injection of a heat

flow rate in the case of for instance a wall heating system or absor

bed solar radiation. The thermophysical properties p, c and ~ of

a layer are assumed to be constant and uniform. Focussing upon uni

directional heat transfer is another commonly accepted simplification

in building energy simulation.

Place discretisation for region j gives:

a0(xj ,t)
p.c. at

where: ~x equidistant place step (m)

Using the Crank-Nicolson discretisation (trapezoidal rule) for two

successive timesteps gives:

0. -0.
c J ,n J ,n-1 = A (0. -20. +0. +0. -20. +0. 1 1)

p.. f>t Zf>x2 J+1,n J,n J-1,n J+1,n-1 J ,n-1 J- ,n-

+ (qg. +qg. 1)/2J,n J,n-

where: ~t timestep (s)

e ~t l o(X
J
' ,t) .dt

j ,n t-f>t

1 t
qgj.n = t J sex. ,t) .dt

t-f>t J

3
where: qg = average generated heat during ~t (W/m )

e = average temperature during ~t (Oc)

(A.4 )

Grouping the unknown temperatures at timestep n in equation (A.4) on

the left-hand gives:

2r
j

(W/m),n (A.S)
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with: kw

cw (p.c.l:!.x)/t1t

r j = kw.ej _l -1 - 2(kw-CW).e j _l+kw.e j 1 -1 + qgj +qgj -1,n,n ,n + ,n ,n,n

where: kw

CW

2
= thermal conductance in region j-l~j and j~j+l (w/(m .K»

= heat capacity term

This discretisation is an implicit method with an unconditional sta

bility and therefore renders flexibility in application. see ref.

[A.6]. The accuracy however is influenced by the place and time

increment. The overall accuracy can be improved by decreasing the

space and time step.

In order to investigate the accuracy one defines the Fourier number

F:
2F a.t1t/(t1x)

with: a = ~/(p.c)

2
where: a = thermal diffusivity (m Is)

After Kreyszig. see ref.[A3]. often a good choice is F 1.

This choice gives:

t1x = (a.t1t)% (A.6)

Table Al shows the calculated values of t1x. if F = 1. in the case

of different building materials and air for two values of t1t.

Table AI. Place increment as a function of the time step; F 1

a t1x for t1t=3600s t1x for t1t=300s
(m2/s) (m) (m)

concrete 1.0*10-6 0.06 0.02

brickwork 0.8*10-6 0.05 0.02

expanded polystyrene 0.5*10-6
0.04 0.01

glass 1.5*10-6 0.07 0.02

air 19.3*10-6 0.26 0.08
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In the computer model KLI/wOON equation (A.6) is used to determine

the place step ~x in a layer. The number of place steps per layer

is at least 2.

For the exterior boundary conditions the scheme of fig.A.3 is appli

cable:
.. toll .. All .. toll "

time t=n

~~ place x=j

j.1 j+Z

)x

Figure A.3. Exterior boundary

The incoming heat flux density qi at the boundary j satisfies:

Forward discretisation with a Taylor expansion gives:

(A. ?)

and

e
j
+l = ej+~x(Oe/Ox)j + O.5.~x2 (02e/Ox2)j + .....

e e "A (~e/~ ) A 2 (~2e/~x2)jj+2 = j+.oux 0 oX j + 2ux 0 0 + .....

Neglecting the third and higher order terms and elimination of the

second order term gives:

Substitution in equation (A.?) gives the heat flux density at the

boundary:

(A.B)
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Rewriting equation (A.5) with e
j

• e
j
+

l
and e

j
+

2
as unknowns.

instead of e
j

• e
j

and e
j

• enables the elimination of the
-1 +1

temperature e
j
+

2
. Grouping the unknown temperatures on the left

similar to equation (A.5). gives:

kw.e j -(kw-cw).ej 1 = o.5.r j 1 +qi,n + .n +.n.n

hand.

(A.9)

In a similar way the outcoming heat flux density. q • can be dedu
o

ced:

time t=n

j-1 j

>X
Figure A.4. Interior boundary

The balance equation for node j is given by:

-(kw-cw).e
j
_

l
+kw.e

j
= o.5.r

j
_

l
-q

.n.n .n 0
(A.IO)

2.1.2. Internal boundary between two layers

The heat transfer at the internal boundary between two layers is as fol

lows:
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AIO

H ~

)x
Figure A.5. Internal boundary.

time t = n

Substitution of equations (A.9) and (A.IO) in the heat balance for

node j, qI + qgj = qII' gives:

O,5.(r j I +r. I )+qgj+ ,n J- ,n
(A. II)

In addition to the choice of the number of nodes per layer however,

it is necessary to deal with the fact that a construction element may

be composed of layers of different materials, with a diversity in

thermal diffusivity a. A different value of a leads to a different

place step ~x. see equation (A.6). In this thesis the value of ~x

is adapted to the a-value of each layer. Furthermore a node will be

placed at each internal boundary.

2.2. cavity

The solution of the heat transfer in a cavity in KLl/wooN meets the

following requirements:

- time dependent heat transfer coefficients

- the convective and radiative heat transfer between the two surfaces

is combined
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- the inlet air temperature is either an outdoor air temperature or

the momentary indoor air temperature of the zone; this condition

gives a high flexibility in cavity types, for instance a cavity in

a Trombe-wall or behind a radiator

- the heat accumulation in the air flow through the cavity is expres

sed as a function of the surface temperatures 8 j and 8 j +l ;

i.e. the air temperature in the cavity is eliminated.

A universal network for a cavity is shown in figure A.6.

j-1 j

>X

time t
hr

hc

hv
8v

n
radiative heat transfer coefficient between surface j
and j+l [w/(m2 .K)]
convective heat transfer coefficient at the boundary
of a surface
heat transfer coefficient for ventilation

= inlet air temperature

Figure A.6. Cavity network

Assumptions which have been made are:

- the contribution of conduction at the heat transfer in the cavity

is negligible

- the heat storage in the air is negligible; the inlet air flow of

the cavity pushes away the air present in the cavity; so there is

no mixing.
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The heat,balance equation of the cavity air for an infinitesimal height

t::.z is:

or:

m.e.H
A(he.+he. 1)

J J +

d8az=
he .•8.+he. 1.8 . 1

J J J+ J+ - 8
he.+he. 1

J J +

where: m= ventilation mass flow rate in the z-direction (kg/s)

H = length of the cavity in the z-direction (m)

B = width of the cavity (m)
2

A = surface area of the cavity = B*H (m )

c = specific heat capacity of the air (J/(kg.K»

z = distance to inlet opening (m)

The following boundary conditions are usual:

- z = 0 + 8 = 8v
de. de. 1

-af=af-=O;

CA.12)

he ..8.+he. 1.8. , he .•8.+he. 1.8 . 1 - Ih.e.H
J J J+ J+ + C8 _ J J J+ J+ ).e

he.+he. 1 v he.+he. 1
J J+ J J+

8

Integration of the former differential equation results in:

z.A(he.+he. 1)
J J+

In order to calculate the heat accumulation in the air flow we use:

q = (m.c/A)(eH-e )
-vent v

(A.13)

where: eH = air temperature at the end of the cavity

With equation (A.12) for z = H we obtain:

A m.e .[he.C8.-8 )+he. l C8 . ,-A )l.Cl-eChe.+he· 1) J J v J+ J+ --yJj
J J+

he .+he. 1
J J+.A
m.e )
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(1..14)

with hv

hrf

m.c
A

hv
hc .+hc. 1

J J+
(1-e

hc.+hc. 1
J J+
hv

hi = hrf.hc j +l
he = hrf.hc

j

The factor hrf is derived from the heat removal factor of solar col

lectors. Equation (1..12) describes the increase or decrease of the

temperature in the cavity as a function of the height z very neatly.

viz. exponential. Often a less accurate method is more appropriate to

the scientific knowledge about the heat transfer in a ventilated ca

vity in a construction element. That is the reason why in KLI/wOON

two alternatives to obtaining hrf are distinguished.

Assuming linear increase of the air temperature in the cavity. we ob

tain:

hrf
2.hv

2.hv+hc.+hc. 1
J J+

(-)

If there is ideal mixing in the cavity. then there will not be a tem

perature difference between the top and the bottom and:

hrf = hv (_)
hv+hc.+hc. 1

J J+

The quantity hcav is the total heat transfer coefficient between the

nodes j and j+l. This heat transfer must be equal in both fig.A.IO

and fig.A.ll. so we obtain the next equation:

hc .. hc. 1 h h·+ J J+ he e. 1
hr h h = r + ~e+1c j + c j + 1 1lt::"'Ui



or:

1'.14

her
he .•he. 1J J +

hr+(l-hrf)·hc.+hc.
J J+1

(A.15)

This result is in agreement with the case of no cavity ventilation

when hrf=O.

The network which covers equation (1'..14) is given in figure 1'..1:

j-1 j

--)~X

Figure 1'..1. Simplified network for a ventilated cavity

Figure 1'..8 shows the four possibilities for cavity ventilation if we

take into account the zone from which the ventilation air is

extracted and the zone into which this air flows.

[ I ] ]I

f
Fig.A.8. Cavity ventilation

1
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only in case I and case III the ventilation air flows into the zone

and contributes directly to the heat balance of the indoor air of the

zone. This contribution is:

cIlcav = m.c. (SH-Sa)

with: SHe = Sv+qvent/hv; see equation (A.13)

where cIlcav = heat flow rate by cavity ventilation (W)

SH = temperature at the top of the cavity

Sa = zone air temperature

Using equation (A.14) together with equation (A.16) gives:

qcav = cIlcav/A = he(Sj-Sv)+hi(Sj+l-Sv)+hv(Sv-Sa)

The heat balance at boundary x=j in fig.A.ll is given by:

q +qg +hcr(S -S )+he(Sv-S ) = 0
j j j+l j j

A combination of this and equation (A.10) gives:

(A.16)

(A.l'1)

-(kw-cw),Sj_l+(kw+hcr+he),Sj -hcr,Sj 1 =o,s.r j _l +qgj +he.Sv (A. is),n + ,n ,n,n

In a similar way the heat balance at boundary x=j+l in fig.A.ll is

given by:

-hcr,Sj +(kw+hcr+hi),Sj 1 -(kw-cw>,Sj 2,n + ,n + ,n

(A.19)
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2.3. Radiator

For a radiator the average surface heat transfer is of prime concern.

As indicated in the introduction of this appendix, the dynamics of

the heating system will be simulated in a simple way. This explanes

why a radiator is represented by one node to model the thermal sto

rage and conduction.

i-----lhcr 1----lii:=r--i7 q

qp

j-2· j-I

-->-31' X

time t
qp
qg

n; node j
heat input by the equipment
radiative heat flow density from insolation and
casual sources

Figure A.9. Heat balance of a radiator

The heat balance described with a linear differential equation is

given by:

(A.20)

c ,c
w s

with: cw
r

where: cw
r

(m .c +m .c )/(A.6t)
w w s s

capacity term of the radiator (w/(m2.K»

specific heat of water and steel respectively

(J/(k!.K)

m ,m mass .f water and steel respectively (kg)
w s

Discretisation in time ,ives:

-hcr.ej_l,n+(hi+hcr+cwr).ej,n cwr.ej,n_l+qp+q9j+hi.ev-q (A.21)
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If an interior wall has a radiator in an adjacent zone. the heat in

put by the equipment into this radiator is part of the quantity qg.

the heat generation. at the exterior boundary.

2.4. Window system

Window systems are composed of glasspanes. shutters, curtains and

slats. separated by cavities. Because of its low thermal inertia

each layer of a window system is approximated by a serial connection

of two conductors with the heat capacity connected to the central

node. This discretisation is simpler than the one used for opaque

construction elements. introduced in §2.1 of this appendix. The con

sequence of this simplification will be discussed in §5.2.3. of the

same. When absorption of solar radiation in a layer of a window sys

tem occurs we shall represent this by a current source attached to

the central node. For a layer with thickness d this leads to the

scheme. shown in figure A.IO.

qgj absorption of solar radia

tion

i_I j j.l

>X
Figure A.IO. Layer of a window system

The heat balance equation for node j in figure A.IO is given by:

P.c.d(d6/dt>j

where: kw = 2.~/d
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Discretisation of this differential equation yields:

-kw.8 j _l +(cw+2kw).8 j -kw.8 j 1 = cw.8j -l+qgj,n ,n + ,n ,n

with: cw p.c.d/~t

(A.22)

Besides we use the heat balance equations for the boundaries at node

j-l and node j+l:

and:

kw.8. 1 -kw.8 jJ- ,n ,n
(A.23)

kw.8. -kw.8 = q
J,n j+l.n j+l,n

(A.24)

3. ~r

The solution of the heat and mass transfer in a (ventilated) cavity

of a window system is analogue to the cavity in a opaque construc

tion element, see §2.2 of this appendix.

2.5. Boundary parameters

With the help of §2.l up to §2.4 it is possible to compose a set of

equations which describe the transient heat conduction for any multi

layered construction element. In this set of equations the heat flow

rates at the interior and exterior boundary are not yet known. These

boundary parameters are, in accordance with equation (A.2):

1. ~g: radiative heat flow rate to the surface from insolation and

casual sources;

2. ~cv: convective heat transfer from the surface to the ambient

air;

radiative heat transfer from the surface to the surrounding

construction elements, etc.

At a given time step the term ~g is usually given. The terms ~r

and ~cv are influenced by the not yet known temperature difference

between the surface and the surrounding.

To obtain a link between the heat flow rate and the surface tempera-

ture at the interior surface we have to know the exterior boundary

conditions. The heat generation term at the exterior contains the
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known insolation and casual radiant energy of the present time step.

The convective and radiative heat transfer coefficients are however

a function of the temperature difference between the not yet known

outside surface and the surrounding.

The convective heat transfer is given by:

qcv = hc. (ew--Sa) (A.25)
2

where: hc = convective heat transfer coefficient (W/(m .K»

8w = surface temperature

Sa = ambient air temperature involved.

The linearised radiative heat transfer is given by:

qr = hr. (ew--Srt)

where: hr the average radiative heat transfer coefficient
2

(W/(m .K»
Srt radiant temperature involved

(A.26)

For the terms ~cv and ~r at the exterior boundary we use as an

approximation a temperature difference calculated with the results of

the preceding time step or if there is a renewed calculation due to

an iteration cycle (see §3.6), from the preceding calculation in the

present time step. For the interior boundary a more detailed analysis

is necessary. This discussion will be given in §3.3.

2.6. The heat balance of a multi-layered construction element

For a construction element (with N-nodes) the transient heat trans-

fer can now be expressed with the following matrix equation:

VI wI 9
1

b
1

C
1

d
1

wI V
2

w
2 9 2 b2

C
2

d
2

w
2 V3

w
3

9
3

. b
3

+ C
3

.9a+ d
3 .~

wN- 1
wN- 1

V 9 b
N

C
N

d
NN N
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Or in a mat~ix notation:

(w/m
2) (A.21)

where: W symmetric tridiagonal square matrix with properties of
2

the construction element (W/(m .K»

~ = column matrix with the unknown nodal temperatures (OC)

Q column matrix with known parameters such as exterior

boundary conditions, heat generation and heat storage
2

(W/m )

£ column matrix with the convective heat transfer coeffi

cient for an air gap ventilated with indoor air

(w/(m
2

.K»

Sa = enclosure air temperature (OC)

Q column matrix accounting for the distribution of the heat

input/extract over the nodes; when a node represents a

heating element, the corresponding value in Q is 1; if

not, a zero is used in Q (-)
2

qw heat input at the heating element (W/m )

This equation set does not include the convective and radiative heat

transfer at the interior surface. The magnitude of these heat flows

is calculated in the final heat balance of the zone, see §3.3.

Table A.2 summarizes the contents of the various matrix elements.

Window systems are specified as well. The following variables are

used:

- ordinary layer:

kw ')../6.x

cw p.c.6.x/6.t

rj,n kw(Sj-l,n-l+Sj+l,n~1)-2(kw-CW),Sj,n-l+qgj,n+qgj,n-l

- layer in a window system:

kw 2')...d

cw p.c.d/6.t

rj,n cw.Sj,n_l+qgj,n
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Table 1'..2. Matrix elements at place step j and time n.

IIj, j IIj,j+l(l) bj bj or Cj(2) dj

exterior surface kw+"ilrthc -kw+cw 0.5.rj+ltqgj

radiator exterior he+hcr+CWr+hr+hC -hcr cwr ·6j.n-l+q9j he.6v

h.->geneous layer 2 (kw2-cw2) /kw -kw+cw r j (Itw-cw) /kw

internal boundary (3) kwI+kwU -kwU+cwU 0, 5( rj-l+rj+l )+qgj 1(4)

transition layer-cavity kw+hcr+he -hcr he.6v

transition cavity-layer kw+hcrthi -kw+cw h1.6v

interior surface kw 0.5 rj-l+q9j 1(4)

radiator interior cwr+hcr+hi cwr ·6j.n+qgj h1.6v 1(4)

r----.------- -- e---
window system: -
exterior surface kw+h;thc -kw qgj

homogeneous layer 2kw+cw -kw rj

transition layer-cavity kw+hcrthe -her he.6v

transition cavity-layer kw+hcrthi -kw h1.6y

interior surface kw qgj

1. Wj +l •j = Wj •j +l

2. Two possibilities of cavity ventilation are considered:

* the incoming air originates from the adjacent zone and ev is known;

bj becomes he.ev and hi.ev respectively

* the incoming air is indoor air; ev = ea and c
j

becomes he and

hi respectively.

3. I and II are the numbers of the two layers.

4. only valid if j is part of the heating/cooling system.
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All constructions are specified from the outermost to the innermost

layer. Gaussian elimination leads to a new set:

WI -1 a
1 ~1 ~1 ~1

W
2

-1 a
2 ~2 ~2 dV

2
W

3
-1 a

3
= ~3 + ~3 .aa+ dV

3 .~

-1

~ aN bV
N ~

dV
N

Or in matrix notation:

wv.~ = bv+cv.8a+dv.qw (A.2a)

So the matrices WV. by. cv and dv are obtained by this elimination of

the matrices W. Q. £ and g respectively. being introduced in equation

(A.32). The equation of node N. the interior surface. determines the

transient heat transmission through a given construction element.

Expressed as heat flow rate ~ this is given by:

~w = A(bv
N

+cv
N

.8a-wv
N

.8
N

) + dVN.f.~p (A.29)

with: f = A.qw/~p (-)

where: ~w transient heat transmission (W)

~p total heating requirement of the zone (W)

The weighing factor f defines the division of the heat supply/extract

over the different equipment elements. in the zone. for instance over

two radiators.

The heat flow rate ~ equals the interior boundary losses of a con

struction element by convection and radiation to the indoor air and

to the other construction elements of the zone respectively.

For the calculation of the thermal behaviour of the zone. the tran

sient heat transmission ~ of all the construction elements has to

be combined with the heat balance of the indoor air. This will be

discussed in chapter 3 of this appendix.
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Rewriting the last equation (A.28) leads to:

(A.30)

For the other nodes in the construction element the following equa

tion is applicable:

(A.31)

(A.32)

with: j = 0.1 .•.•.• N-l

A combination of equations (A.30) and (A.31) defines each nodal tem

perature as a function of the surface temperature SN' the indoor

air temperature Sa and the system heat supply qw. For a given node

k this equation is given by:

Sj = tj+Uj,SN+vj.Sa+wj.qw (OC)

with: j = 0.1 ••...• N

where t j • uj ' v j and wj are determined by successive applica

tion of equation (A.3l).

In the computer model a construction element may contain cavities. A

cavity is regarded as a special kind of conductor between two no

des. see S2.2. and located in this construction element by the

lowest number of the two adjoining layers.

Cavity ventilation with indoor air gives an additional problem in

solving the heat transfer in a construction element. In a given time

step the heat transfer by cavity ventilation is influenced by the

not yet known surface temperatures in the cavity as may be deduced

from equation (A.17):

S
a
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The nodes j and j+l represent the cavity surfaces. Using equation

(A.32) for the surface nodes of a cavity defines this heat transfer

as a function of the interior surface temperature eN' the air

temperature ea and the system heat supply qw. The density of the

heat flow rate due to cavity ventilation. qcav. in construction ele

ment i can now be described with:

with: tti E tt~; uUi E ~~;
k k

Ev~; ~i E~ aM
k k

(A.33)

k is the number of cavities

where tt*. uu*, vv* and ~* are quantities determined by the proper

ties of the construction element.

The heat transfer qcav can now be incorporated easily in the overall

heat balance of the indoor air. which will be discussed in §3.2.
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3. Heat and mass transfer in a zone

3.1. General

The heat balance in a zone consists of a balance of the indoor air

and a balance of the interior surfaces of the surrounding

construction elements.

This combination results in a set of linear equations. In KLI/WOON

the following built-up has been used:

air balance

balance c.e.-l

balance c.e.-K

Sa
awl

where Sa

c.e.

M

indoor air temperature

interior surface temperature of construction ele

ment i

construction element

number of construction elements in the zone

Matrix notation is given by:

(W) (1\.34)

where: E = square matrix with known (thermal) properties of the zone

S = column matrix with the unknown temperatures of the in

door air and the inner surface temperatures of each con

struction element

a column matrix with known heat flow rates

b column matrix with the coefficients for the heat supply/

extract by the equipment

~p = heat input/extract by the equipment
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For a zone with M construction elements this set has M+I equations

and M+2 unknown variables viz. the elements of temperature column ~

and the heating or cooling requirement. The additional equation which

enables the solution of the M+I equations is introduced by taking a

given value for the control temperature in the zone. In §3.2 and §3.3

the elements of the matrices E. ~ and ~ will be discussed. The method

of solution and additional problems are discussed in §3.4 to §3.6.

Additional features for the calculation of the transient thermal be

haviour of a zone in KLI/wOON are:

a. thermal stratification;

b. influence of furnishings. and

c. different heating systems.

Ad.a. Thermal stratification is taken as an input parameter.

Ad.b. For furnishings the mass and the surface area are input parame

ters. Approximations which have been made to include furnis

hings in the heat balance of a zone are:

- furnishings have a temperature equal to the average indoor

air temperature; this means that furnishings provide for ad

ditional mass to the nodal air point and that convective heat

transfer has been neglected;

there is no heat transfer by conductance between the furnis

hings and the construction elements;

- the surface area of the furnishings influences the radiative

heat transfer in both the longwave and the shortwave region.

which will be accounted for.

Ad.c. In fact the choice of the heating system is unlimited. It is

possible to direct heat input to an arbitrary node or to an ar

bitrary combination of nodes in a zone. The following systems

have been programmed: air heating. radiator heating. wall heat

ing and local heating. Often the accurate calculation of the

heat transfer from a heating element to the environment is a

problem. especially the convective heat transfer to the indoor

air. In KLI/wOON the convective heat transfer of a radiator and

a wall heating element is calculated using formulas of free

convectivity. For local heating systems there is a large dis-
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persion in forced convective heat transfer; therefore the for

ced convective part of the total heat output is is taken as an

input parameter.

3.2. Balance equation for the indoor air

As we have seen in equation (1'..1) the energy balance of the indoor

air is:

M
dQcap/dt = E (~cavi+~cvi)+~vent+~g +~p

i=l a a
(1'..35)

The heat flow rate ~g includes the longwave radiation exchange
a

between the furnishing and the surrounding construction elements,

the convective part of the casual heat sources and the heat flow rate

originating from the solar irradiation on the furnishing.

The heat accumulation in the air is described by:

dQcap/dt mc . (dSa/dt)
a

with: mc
a

where: ma,m
f

= ma·ca + mf·cf
mass of the indoor air and the furnishing respec

tively

ca,c
f

specific heat capacity of the air and the furnis

hing respectively

The heat capacity of the indoor air is in general low compared to the

heat capacity of the walls. This justifies a simplediscretisation:

dQcap/dt = mc . (Sa -Sa 1)/6t
a n n-

(W) (1'..36)

The contribution of cavity ventilation from construction elements i

to the air balance, described by equation (1'..33), is given by:

(1'..31)
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~p
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2
= surface area (m )

= surface temperature (Ge)

= weighing factor for the equipment heat supply to con

structional element i : 0 < f
i

< 1 (-)

= equipment total heat input/extract to the zone

(A.38)

The temperature Sw
i

equals the surface temperature SN of con

struction element i and is introduced for clarity's reasons.

It is possible that the equipment extracts or supplies the heat flow

rate ~p at more than one place in a zone. for instance in the case

of two radiators. The variable f
i

defines this distribution. If a

heating element is located at the innermost node of construction ele

ment i then yields ww
i

= 1: otherwise yields ww
i

< 1 and (of

course) ww
i

>= O.

The convective heat transfer is given by:

~cvi = Ai·hci·(Swi-Sai )

where: hC
i

= convective heat transfer coefficient

Sa
i

= indoor air temperature at the layer next to

surface i

If there is thermal stratification. Sa
i

will differ from the ave

rage indoor air temperature Sa. or:

(A.39)

(A.40)

where: ~Sai = Sai-Sa

hCi = f(Swi-Sa
i

)

The heat transfer coefficients for convection. hc. are either as an

approximation calculated with the temperatures of the preceding time

step or from the previous calculation in the present time step. if

there is a renewed calculation due to an iteration cycle (see §3.6).

The heat transfer by ventilation including infiltration and mechani

cal air supply satisfies:

~vent = m t'c,(S t-Sa)+m .c.(S i-Sa)ven ven p m x
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vent
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infiltration of outdoor air and air from adjacent

zones (kg/s)

e = temperature of infiltration air (Ge)
vent

m = mechanical air supply rate (kg/s)
p

e = temperature of the air supplied by the mechanical
mix

ventilation

A mechanical air supply system in KLI/WOON starts from the principle

that the air supply rate is taken as an input parameter and is not

directly influenced by the temperature control. The influence on the

heat balance of the indoor air has been split up in two parts. Equa

tion (11..40) deals with the ventilation part. The effect of cooling or

heating. this supply rate will be discussed in §3.5.

The temperature of the air originating from adjacent zones is consi

dered to be equal to the air temperature from the previous time step.

Finally the influence of the heating equipment on the thermal balance

of the air is given by:

(lip f .(lIp (w) (11..41)
a 0

where: (lip = heat input/extract of an air handling system (W)
a

f = weighing factor for the equipment heat input/extract
o

to the air: the factor f is 1 if there is an air
o

handling system: otherwise f < 1 (-)
o

(lip = equipment heat input/extract to the zone (-)

substitution of equations (11..31) till (11..41) in equation (11..34) gi-

ves:

M M
ea [ E Ai' (hci-vvi)+c. (m +m )+mc /L\t]+ E Ai' (-uui-hci ) .awin i=1 vent p a i=1

(lIg +c.(Jn t· e t+m.e i )+mc /L\t.ea 1+a ven ven p m x a n-
M M

.E Ai· (tti-hci·L\eai)+(f +.E wwi.fi).(lIp
1=1 0 1=1

(11..42)
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3.3. Balance equation of the interior surfaces

The last equation in the equation set (A.28) results in the heat flow

rate ~w to the inner surface of construction element i by transmis

sion.

(A.43)

The heat flow rate ~wi must be equal to the interior boundary

losses of construction element i by thermal radiation and convection:

(A.44)

The linearised radiative heat transfer at the interior surface of

construction element i is given by:

M

~ri Ai' (hi-ioewi - k~Ohr1.k·'Vi,koewk) (W)

with: k O:furnishings (air temperature);

k > 0: construction elements

M

hr i k~O hr1. k'1\I'1. k

(A.45)

where: M number of construction elements;

hr
i
_

k
radiative heat transfer coefficient, calculated with

the surface temperatures from the previous time step

hr
i

average radiative heat transfer coefficient of ele

ment i

'V. k
~,

total view factor for thermal radiation from i to

k, both directly and indirectly

In accordance with equation (A.38) the convective heat transfer is

given by:

(A.46)
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Substitution of equations (A.43). (A.45) and (A.46) in equation

(A.44) leads to:

(A.41)

3.4. Method of solution

The combination of the thermal balance of the indoor air. equation

(A.42). and the thermal balance of the surrounding construction ele

ments. equation (A.41). results in a linear equation set.

In accordance with equation (A.36) this can be written as:

E.§. = j!+Q.~p (W) (A.41)

where: E = square matrix with known (thermal) properties of the zone

e = column matrix with the unknown temperatures of the in

door air and the inner surface temperatures of each con

struction element

a column matrix with known heat flow rates

b column matrix with the coefficients for the heat supply/

extract by the equipment

~p = heat input/extract by the equipment

By means of a decomposition after crout. see ref.[A.6]. this equa

tion set is solved.

The result of the decomposition will be:
-1 -1

§. = E .j! + E .Q.~p (A.48)

As was discussed in S3.1 an additional relation is necessary to solve

equation (A.41); the temperature control provides such a relation and

is based on thermal comfort and energy consumption criteria.
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The user of the model defines a schedule by sub-dividing the week in

to a number of periods during which the imposed control parameters

are constant and determine among others a upper and a lower limit of

the reference temperature.

The reference temperature, Sref' is taken as the standard for the

average (comfort) temperature in the zone. The definition of S
ref

is given by:

Sref = fr.8a+(1-fr).

M
where: fr and frac are weighing factors and E frac

i
= 1

i=l

In the computer model KLI/wOON there is a high flexibility in the

choice of the reference temperature. Each of the elements in the S

column matrix in (A.47) may be chosen, even a combination of some of

them. Often the air temperature Sa or the resultant temperature

S ,introduced in §4.1, will be chosen as the reference tempe-res
rature 8 . In the former case we obtain fr=l. In the latter ca-

ref
se the weighing factors will be fr=O,5 and frac

i
equal to the view

factor for thermal radiation between a reference point in the zone to

the construction element i, often approximated with the surface area

ratio:

With equation (A.48) the temperatures of the enclosure are expressed

as a function of ~p.

Substitution in (A.49) gives:

where use is made of Sa = 8w
o

In simplified notation this means: S f = 13 + ~p/y (A.51)
re

where: 13 = reference temperature (OC) without heating or cooling

(~p=O)

y resultant heat loss coefficient (W/K)
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The zone property y will be used as an iteration criterion for the

accuracy of the calculation of the transient thermal behaviour of a

multi-zone building. see §4.3.

The equipment only needs to correct the thermal balance if ~ lies

outside the range of the lower and the upper reference temperature.

This heat supply. positive or negative. is limited by the maximum

load of the equipment. which depends on the system chosen. see §3.5.

substitution of the heat input/extract of the equipment ~p in the

thermal balance of the zone (A.36) leads to the indoor air tempera

ture and the interior surface temperatures of all the construction

elements in the zone. Finally the temperatures at the nodes inside a

construction element are calculated with equation (A.32).

3.5. Heating/cooling capacity

In KLI/WOON the maximum capacity of a heating system is determined

by the maximum capacity of the source, mostly a boiler. In addition

there is a comfort or a safety related criterion (e.g. a maximum ra

diator surface temperature). This criterion will now be discussed mo

re in detail for the different heating systems.

For an air heating system the maximum heating capacity ~* de
max

pends on the maximum inlet air temperature 8
max

~* = m.c.(8 -8a)
max p max

or:

~* ~ .c. (8 i -8a)+m .c. (8 -8 i )max p mx p maxmx
(A. 52)

with: m and c are the mass flow rate and specific heat capacity
p

of the inlet air respectively

where: 8 i inlet air temperature without heat supply by themx
air heating system, see equation (A.40)

Fhe first part of the right hand side of this equation is already in

cluded in the thermal balance of the indoor air, see equation (A.40).

In order to avoid double counting we define:

¢lmax = ~* -m .c. (8 -8a). so:max p mix



~ax = in .c. (8 -8 i )
P max m x
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(A. 53)

At the beginning of a certain time step it is not yet known whether

there will be any heat supply to the zone. By introducing 8 i in
m x

the indoor air balance one prevents the risk of a wrong assumption

about the heat supply. The calculation method is not influenced by

the fact that there is or there is not a heat supply.

For a wet heating system. such as a radiator or wall heating system.

the maximum heating capacity ~maxi depends on the maximum surface

temperature. 8
max

~ax
r

(A. 54)

where: r = index referring to a radiator or a wall heating element

f r = weighing factor. see equation (A.35)

Summation of equation (A. 54) for all the heating elements in a zone

results in a zonal maximum heating capacity ~x with:

~max = 1: ~max .
r

In addition to using a wet heating system it is possible to use free

cooling as cooling 'equipment'. which uses outdoor air. to cool the

room. The maximum cooling capacity ~max is given by:

(A.55)

.
where: m = infiltration mass flow (kg/s)

If we assume that there is an unlimited infiltration rate. then:

-1 -1
~x = {8 -(E .a) }/(E .b)

e 0 0

with: 8 outdoor air temperature (Oe)
e

(A.56)
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If free cooling is needed to control the temperature in the zone, the

elements in the column matrix ~ in equation (A.36) will change. as

this cooling load is connected with the indoor air node while the

heating load was connected to. for instance, the radiator r. A partly

renewed matrix elimination is then necessary.

The heating system temperature of a zone can be calculated from the

heating/cooling requirement ~p by rewriting equations (A. 53) to

(A.56).

3.6. Iteration

There is one case in which a renewed calculation of the heat balance

of a zone in a given time step is considered necessary.

The heat transfer coefficients for convection and radiation are esti

mated with temperature differences from the previous time step. These

will, more or less, deviate from the results in the present time

step. In a possible renewed calculation of the present time step the

trapezoidal rule between the temperature differences of the previous

time step and the preceding cycle of the present time step is used to

prevent oscillations. This method is preferable to a reduction in ti

me steps, because of the limited influence on computing time.
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4. Heat and mass transfer in a building

4.1. General

A building consists of a number of zones; the heat balance is solved

for each zone separately. That is why a number of potential sources

for errors arises. related to the assumptions about the temperatures

in the adjacent zones.

4.2. External boundary parameters

As we saw in S2.5 the external boundary parameters hr and hc depend

on the temperatures in the adjacent zone. These heat transfer coeffi

cients are estimated with the temperature differences between the

outside surface of the construction element and the 'surrounding'

(either air or another construction element) from the preceding time

step. At the end of the calculation in a given time step. these

boundary parameters are determined again; in case of serious devia

tions, the calculation of the thermal balance is repeated.

The above procedure ensures that the order in which the thermal ba

lance of the separate zones is calculated. does not influence the fi

nal result.

4.3. Air exchange between zones

In case of air exchange between zones an assumption has to be made

about the air temperature in the room from which the air originates.

This too is done by taking the air temperature of the preceding time

step. In contrast with the heat transfer via the construction ele

ment. discussed in S4.2. air transport has a much more direct and se

rious impact on the heat balance of a zone. As a criterion for inac

curacies in the heat balance of the air the heat loss coefficient

y. see equation (A.5l). is used.

~p = y.(8 - ~)
ref
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In other words. if the reference temperature in the room has to rise

IOC we need a heating capacity of y Watts. If the deviations are

too large. a renewed calculation of the thermal balance of the build

ing has to be made with a new estimation of the air temperatures. ob

tained by linear interpolation between the previously estimated air

temperatures and the air temperatures calculated in the preceding cy

cle.

4.4. Air handling systems

If there is balanced ventilation together with heat regain or recir

culation the heating equipment may cause an inaccuracy. Figure A.II

shows an example:

/

Figure A.II. Balanced ventilation with heat regain

If there is no heat supply ~p. i.e. 64=63. then first 63 is es

timated with the help of the results from the preceding time step. By

using the same criterion as in 54.3. a renewed calculation can follow

with linear interpolation between the estimated and calculated tempe

rature 63.
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If there is a heat supply ~p. i.e. 84 <> 83, then only the heat

input ~p of the zones may have to be corrected. For the calculation.
of the heat balance of the zones, 8 3 is approximated by 8 3
with the help of the results from the previous time step. The heat

balance of a zone is only influenced by the air supply mass flow rate

m
4

and the corresponding inlet temperature 8
4

.

The value of 8
3

is not important unless the maximum heating/coo-

ling capacity would be exceeded. So the actual heat input ~p' of a

zone can be obtained without a renewed calculation of the heat balan

ce of that zone. Substitution of m
4

, 8
4

and 8'3 in equation

(A. 53) gives:

~p' = m
4
.c.(8

4
-8'3) (W) (A.57)

At the end of a time step the air temperatures in the zones are known

and so is the inlet air temperature. The actual heating load ~p can

now be calculated using the new temperature 8
3

:

~p = m
4
·c.(8

4
-8

3
)

4.5. Control equipment

In many types of equipment. the temperature is controlled by means of

a thermostat placed in a representative zone. The temperature of the

water or the inlet air in the heating elements in the other zones is

taken to be equal to the temperature in the representative zone. In

the calculation of the heat balance of the different zones, it is

therefore important to apply the calculation of the thermal balance

of the representative zone first.
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Nomenclature

Upper case:

A

B

F

F*

H

M

N

s

Qcap

= surface area

= width

Fourier number

Fourier number

height

number of construction elements in a zone

number of nodes in a construction element

heat generation in a region

accumulated heat in the indoor air

(m
2

)

(m)

(-)

(-)

(m)

(-)

(-)
3

(w/m )

(J)

Lower case:

a

c

cw

d

f

fr

frac

h

hrf

kw

m.
m

thermal diffusivity

specific heat capacity at constant pressure

heat capacity term

thickness

= weighing factor for the equipment heat supply

= weighing factor for the share of the air tem

perature in the reference temperature

= weighing factor for the reference temperature

heat transfer coefficient

hc convection

hcr combined convection and radiation

he convection at the exterior cavity sur-

face

hi convection at the interior cavity sur-

face

hr radiation

hv ventilation in a cavity

heat removal factor

thermal conductance

= mass

= mass flow rate

2
(m Is)

(J/(kg.K»
2

(W/(m .K»

(m)

(-)

(-)

(-)
2

(w/(m .K»

(-)
2

(w/(m .K»

(kg)

(kg/s)
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q density of heat flow rate (w/m
2

)

qcav cavity

qcv convection

qg heat generation

qp heat input/extract by the equipment

qr radiation

qvent = vent ilation
2

r known right hand of finite difference equation (W/m )

z characteristic dimension (m)
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Greek symbols

aref

art

ev
ew

13

y

bot

box

a

reference temperature without heat input/ex

tract of the equipment

resultant heat loss coefficient

time increment

place increment

temperature

aa ambient air temperature

aH air temperature at the end of a

cavity

reference temperature

radiant temperature

inlet air temperature in a cavity

surface temperature of a construc-

tion element

thermal conductivity

density

= heat flow rate

~cav cavity ventilation

~cd transmission

~cv convection

~g generation

~ax = maximal heating or cooling load of

the equipment

~p = heat input/extract by the equipment

~r = radiation

~vent = ventilation

total view factor. both directly as indirectly

(Oc)

(W/K)

(s)

(m)

(Oc)

(W/(m.K»
3(kg/m )

(W)

(-)
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Indices:

a air

e exterioir

f furniture

i incoming/node number

j place step

max maximum

min minimum

mix mixture

n time step

0 outcoming

p equipment

r radiator

ref reference

s steel

vent ventilation

w water



SUMMARY

In this thesis an investigation is described into the indoor climate

and energy consumption for the heating of residences. In a restricted

way attention is paid to the indoor air quality as well.

The indoor climate and the energy consumption are parts of the quali

ty of a residence. but are also largely determined by the occupants

and in a less serious way by the outdoor climate. It appears that de

mands laid down for the energy quality of a residence are hard to be

defined; this in contrast to demands which can be set for the indoor

climate.

A computer model has been designed. based on the finite difference

method to study the interaction between residence and heating equip

ment in which the user can choose from:

- air. radiator. wall or local heating;

- temperature control via air temperature. via a choice surface tem-

perature or via a combination of these;

- a number of temperature control strategies among which an optimal

start time controller.

In designing the model a lot of attention has been paid to its user

friendliness and its flexibility. Thus at the input stage. certain

datafiles can be used and the user can choose from several accuracy

levels. The computer model can be used for a thorough analysis of

the transient thermal behaviour of residences.

By making comparative calculations. the insight has been enlarged in

to the influence of separate parameters. such as heat transfer coef

ficients. discretisation of construction elements and the influence

of the furnishing.

In order to illustrate further the various possibilities of the model

one type of residence has been studied as far as the effect on it of:

- the application of an optimal start time controller on the energy

consumption;

- via application of radiator and air heating on the thermal comfort.



SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt een onderzoek beschreven naar het binnen

klimaat en het energiegebruik voor verwarming van woningen. In be

perkte mate wordt er aandacht geschonken aan de binnenluchtkwaliteit.

Het binnenmilieu en het energiegebruik zijn onderdeel van de bouw

technische kwaliteit van een woning. maar worden ook sterk beinvloed

door de bewoners en in mindere mate door het binnenmilieu. Het blijkt

dat eisen ten aanzien van de energetische kwaliteit van een woning

moeilijk zijn te formuleren: dit in tegenstelling tot eisen die aan

het binnenklimaat kunnen worden gesteld.

Er is een computermodel ontwikkeld. gebaseerd op de eindige differen

tiemethode. voor het beschouwen van de interactie tussen gebouw en de

verwarmingsinstallatie. waarbij de gebruiker kan kiezen uit:

- lucht-. radiatoren-. wand- of lokale verwarming:

- regeling op luchttemperatuur. op een willekeurige oppervlaktetempe-

ratuur of op een combinatie hiervan;

- een aantal regelstrategieen. waaronder een optimale start-tijd-re-

geling.

Bij het ontwikkelen van het model is erg veel aandacht geschonken aan

gebruiksvriendelijkheid en flexibiliteit. zo kan bij de invoer ge

bruik worden gemaakt van gegevensbestanden en kan de gebruiker kiezen

uit verschillende nauwkeurigheidsniveaus. Het computermodel kan wor

den gebruikt voor een grondige analyse van de dynamische warmtehuis

houding van gebouwen.

Door het maken van vergelijkende berekeningen is het inzicht vergroot

in de invloed van afzonderlijke parameters. zoals warmte-overdracht

coefficienten. discretisatie van wanden en de invloed van meubilair.

Ter verdere illustratie van de verdere mogelijkheden van het model is

voor een type woning nagegaan"wat het effect is van:

- de toepassing van een optimale start-tijd-regeling op het energie

gebruik;

- de toepassing van radiatoren- en luchtverwarming op de thermische

behaaglijkheid.
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